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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLl'l'i 
AND THE PROBLEM BOYS 
When the author was search1Dg for a thesis topic. the lUes of the Loyola 
Universit7 Guidance Centerl were suggested to him. TheA files had been used in 
only a tew researcb projects on 8Uch topics as the bequenq ot nail ... bit.ing 
. 
among wartime and prewar oab;i..Ds; therefore, any addi tiona! information gleaned 
frOll them 'WOuld be of interest to the workers in the clinic as well as of possi-
ole sociological significance. 
In a subsequent conference. Father Charles I. Doyle, S.J. t founder and di-
rector of the clinic since its opening in 1940. explained the general procedure 
used in the treatment of cases and most cordially consented to the writerts use 
ot the clinic's files. 
A brief description of the clinic procedure will help the reader to under-
stand the possibilities and limitations of the material found in the files. The 
process begins with an intake interview ot the parents who have requested treat-
ment tor their child. This interview is held by a student ot clinical psycholo-
gy. The information is recorded on an intake-intenie. torm and a fUe is 
., 
~be Loyola. Center for Guidance and P81chological Service is located on the 
eighth noor of Lewis 'fowers, 820 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago U, nlinois 
1 
2 
opened on the new case. The next step consists in a battery of intelligence 
and personality tests administered by the clinical pS1chologist assigned to the 
case. These tests are accompanied by concurrent visits with the parents through 
which the psychologist learns more about the boy, his problem, and his environ-
ment. The psychologist may take notes on the conferences; these jottings are 
placed in the tile along with the tests. After the examinations are completed, 
the psychologist composes a report which ia uod as the 'basis for a final con-
ference with the parents. The purpose of the report :is to give the parents an 
objective picture of their child's situation. Rowever, the psychologist aims at 
being encouragil'1g and. avoids negative observajions when it is possible. Ther .... 
fore, this report does I10t give a complete analysis of the case. It is oon-
eluded with recommendations whlch sometimes involve further service at the 
clinio. 
The Meth04 
Before pUnning his project, the writer spent SOMe time browsing at 
random through the tile folders to get a better idea of their contents. It,,8.6 
found that many file folders contained nothing more than an intake information 
sheet with an added notation to the effect that the people had moved from town, 
the boy was doing muoh better and the proposed appointment had been deferred 
indefinitely. or something aimUar. Other case folders contained varying 
amounts ot information such as paychologiets' jottings, tests, and school re-
ports; but they remained incomplete for one of the same reasons. 
2A sample of the intake information sheet is contained in Appendix I. 
, 
As the writer gradual.l.J detemilled to focus on home back&round as the 
main objeot of the stu<Q', it vas decided to depend primarily on the intake in-
formation sheet 111 detertl'lining what factors 'WOuld be recorded. For aUf from 
these sheets e:ould one hope to get information on enough. cases in a sample to 
make group findings fairl;y comprehensiye. These data were usually supplemented 
by the use of a problem checklist in recording the problema encountered. This 
checklist 1s filled out by the parents d.uring the original interview and could 
therefore be depended upon to acc~ the intake information sheet. 
After consulting various works on clinical psycholoQ,. clWc studies, and 
stUdies in juvenile delinquency; and taking i~to consideration the possibilities 
offered by the information sheet itself, the writer drew up a list of possibll 
significant environmental factors. This list oontained address, house type, 
whether it was rented or owned, ohanges in home and school. father's occupation, 
working mothers, broken homes, family size and sibling position of the problem 
child, others living in the hOlle, family preferenoes and antipathies, ethnic 
extraotion of parents, age of parents, education of parents, health of parents, 
the relig10us situation in the home. and disclpl:1nary consistenoy. 
Since the information sheet provided data on abnormal.:i ties of pregnancy 
and birth. childhood diseases. and physical defects, 1t was decided to expand 
the object of the study to include certain "constitutional factors" which term 
refers to the just-mentioned items plus the intelligence rating of clients. 
Although no intelligence score was listed. on the intake-information sheets, it 
was decidttd to &ather what ratings were aYa1lable since I.Q. could be such an 
important factor in determining the cause of school difficulties and has often 
been reported in signifioant correlation with delinquency. 
Once the sample had been determined, the dete1"ldn.ed :factors were recorded. 
in categories on accounting sheets. The occurenoes were entered according to 
case numbers and notationa were added in some categories. The results were then 
anal1sed and interpretations developed. 
The next problem was to determine the uni verae. The clinic treats people 
from five to fifty, male and female. It seemed desirable to limit the group 
studied to a fairly homogeneous population which would yield an acceptable sam-
ple representative of the universe so selected. Because of the writer-s per~ 
. 
sonal interests as a teacher at the high school level, teenage boys were chosen 
as the universe. This group had to be further limited because. it was dis-
covered, eighteen- and nineteen-year-old boys are treated by the clinic as 
adults. And in the case ot adults. the procedure is less formal. the intake-
information sheet being eliminated entirel1 or at least limited to a few 
scattered observations. Therefore, the group was limited to boys tram their 
thirteenth birthday anniversary through their seventeenth year. 
Practical necessity demanded one further 11mitation of the universe. An 
original intake-information sheet was introduced on the clinic's forty-fourth 
case and was reViHd in 1950. JUrthe1'lllore it would have been impractical to 
work \<lith cases 80 recent that the b018 were still being treated; this would 
haft involved inconveniences for both the clinic staft and t.he writer. There-
for., in the cause ot uni:form intormation on as recent a group as possible, the 
uni verse was finally limited to boys from thirteen through seventeen whose 
parents applied tor assistance between the years 1950 and 1956 inclusive. 
Teenage b01S were isolated trom the total olientele of t.he years in 
question bY' means of the financial file which contaiu a 6" :x: 8n card on each 
client, numbered according to the ~te of applioation and bearing the Dame and 
age of the client. nve hundred and sixty-two boys fell within the determined 
age brackets. Their eaae numbers were recorded in ascending order according to 
age. One of the first fiYe cases was chosen b:r lot. This random case plus 
every fifth case thereafter yielded a twenty per cent regular interval sample 
containing a number of th1rte.n-yea.r-olda. etc. t proportionate to the correspond 
ing groups in the universe. 'fable I contains a comparison of the univer_ and 
sample according to their proportionate distribution in age groupe. 
Age Group. 
13 :rear olds 
14 lear olds 
15 year 0148 
16 year olds 
17 year olds 
Total 
· TABLE I . 
COMPARISON OF UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE 
DlS'l'RlBllrIOK IN AGE GROUPS 
Number in Peroent in Number in 
wu:ftrew w:dverae _ple 
148 26.3 30 
160 28.5 32 
1.5' 27.2 ,1 
74 1,.2 14 
Zl 4.8 6 
- -
562 100.0 11, 
l!mtheM. and Content !! Stu!tL: 
Percent in 
sample 
26.5 
28., 
2:7.4 
12.4 
.5.' 
-
99.9 
Chapter II will present the findings on the const1 tutional and environ-
mental factors for the 'Whole grOUl'). In Chapter III the bovs will be 
6 
according to different patterne of' problem behavior and the material reexamined 
to see it particular factors are associated with particUlar problem syndromes. 
This will be done to test a series of ~potheses based on other studies and 
general psyohological and sociological theory. First, it is hypothesized that 
there is a higher frequency of low intelligence among b01S whose only problem is 
slowness in school learning. For, if other disruptive factors were involved it 
is likely that a. wider vanety of behavior p%'f:)blems would be manifest. Second-
ly, poor health records are related to personality problems. This hypothesis is 
based on the theory that _ell eXperience" lead to teelings of personal weakness 
and 1udequacl and consequentlN to withdrawl, Thirdly. on the supposition that 
a lack of proper social. oontrola leads to delinquent and predeliDquent behavior, 
poorer neighborhcods and a lower occupational level of fathers, broken homes, 
lWorking mothers, negative rel:1.giou.e example, and negative diSCiplinary oonsis-
tencY' are expected to predominate among conduot problem DolS. 
In Chapter IV we will discuss the significance ot the various findings and 
!compare them with the conclusions ot other studies. Chapter V will contain a 
lsWaJmCU:''':/J and conclusions. 
Survez 2! Related Literature 
Related studies can be divided into three types: clinic stUdies. school 
atudies. and works on juvenile delinquency" They will be considered in that 
order. 
Luton Aokerson's very competent clinic stu~ done at the Illinois Insti-
tute of Juvenile Research concentrated on a olose analysis of problems, their 
freq,ueno1, and their relation to tntelUge-nee, chronological age, and mental 
7 
age • .3 This study will be considered further in Chapter III where Ackerson t s 
procedure is more immediatel;y pertinent. The only conclusion of fligniticanoe 111 
relation to the present study is that the children tend as til group to til lower 
Henry S. J.taa.s and A. J. Kahn undertook a stud.y of socio-cultural factors 
in the background of New York and San Francisco clinic cases.4 The total 
method and purpose differ from t11oso of the present study. but some of their 
findings are significant. They found that more than halt the tathers were from 
the managerial or semi- and unskilled classes whUe only one-third oam6 from 
among white~ollar and skilled workers. Tbr~-fourth6 of the families lived in 
homes judpu to be neither dilapidated nor extravagant. Forty-percent of the 
parents had some education beyond high sohool. The percentage of American-born 
parents was hi(lh (70.4 per cent in New York and 62.6 petr cent in &in Franoisco); 
and. lastly t tbe families wetre of widel1 different religious baokground.5 
Ruth tck6tand's study of a clinic c.lientele for relationships between 
fandly size and problem frequencies Nvealed that only two items varied signi-
fioantly with family eise. They were maling and truancy; tbeir frequency 
grew as the families became larger.6 
'tuton Ackerson, ):hil4£en' e ~haV1()r .f1:cbles (Chicago, 1931) .. 
it Henry S. J.Saae and A.. J. I(ahn, f1Sooiocu1tural Factors in Psychiatric Clinio 
S.rvicea tor Children .. " §I1tb CoUel! Studies !!! SooUl. ~, XXV (Feb1!"\.lUy 
1955>. p .. 23-39. 
5Ib1 .. ~.t pp. 37-,s. 
6Ruth 1&ckatand. f"l'he Variation of Behavior Problems with Family Size t " 
Srn1th Co1;18!! StwY-es !!! SooW ~, 1 (March 1931), p. 291. 
8 
Both Marian J. 1l'1tz-Bimons7 and Lester E. Hew1tt8 did significant studte. 
on SUidrul~-clin1c records. These studies, along rith Ackerson's. will be oon-
sidered at greater length in Chapter III where they are more immediately rele-
vant. 
School populations have also been used for studies of enVironmental tac-
tors of maladjustment.. Albert J. Kaplan' s published doctoral dishrtation 
divided a high school enrollment into three classes on the basis ot required 
vis! ts of :parents for the misbehavior of their children.. The work contains 
three studies, the firat of which concludes that the delinquents tend as a 
group toward a lower intelligence level.9 In:Stud3 B he considers hereditary 
and environmental tactors. The- data. indicated that nationality 14 ot little 
significance. children of Amerioan-born parents being of a slightly higher 
delinquent frequency. Factors showing_comparatively high frequenCies were in-
complete family organization. low economic status, congested liV'iDg quartUSt 
and largit tamilies. 10 ,In his final 6Umma:t'1 Kaplan conoludl!)s that these home 
conditione are of primary importance, outranking factors Ileasured in tho first 
and third stud1es.11 
(Marian J. Fitz-Simons, .!sst P!f!nt-Child Relationships (New York. 19'5)" 
SLester E. Hevitt, Fundamental. Patterna of Maladjustment (Springfield, 
1<)46) 
9 Albert J" Kaplan, A ~tuSl. of the BehaviQr Problem Puau' .!!1 ! Seco;]4w 
5e001 (Philadelphia, 1931 • p" ro. 
10 Ibid", pp. 119-l2O. 
l1Ibid• t p. 128. 
F.. L. Goodenough and Alice LealY· s questionnaire study of sch.ool children 
found that "The oldest ohild in a family is most l1k.ely to be subject.d to con-
ditions which ren&&r satisfactory adjuatment particularly difficult.,,12 
WUliam R. Rodge made a study of problem children in a St. Louis public: 
school, using a control group of non-problem children. BiG statistics indicated 
that intelligence, the number of elementary schools attended, and physical 
disabilities were Dot associated with behavior problems. Most significant were 
the number of bad conduct grades and unsatietactory classroom gra.dea. l ' It 
seeme rather tautological to ccnsider it significant tllat behavior-problem 
children have a high number of bad-conduot markE.h Boweve-r, the second conclu-
sion may be of value, especially since achievement test marks sb.owed no great 
varia.tion between the problem and non"'l')roblem groups. 
Horace- Hand's article on working mothera and maladjusted childr$ll betvMn 
the f01l1"th and eighth grades found this environmental factol' to be of no signi-
t1cance.14 His maladjw;.ted children ha.d a 31.4 percentage ot work.1ng mothers, 
but the well-adjusted group had exactly the came percentage. This total, how-
ever. was for both be,.. and girls. On the part of 00,.$ alone, there was a 
alight variation: 33.' percent of the maladjusted bo1s had working mothers in 
~. L. Goodenough and Alice M. Leahy t ''The Effect ot Certain FamUy 
Relationships upon the Developt:'1Ont of Per60nalit .. y t" The Peda~&ical Sem~ 
ans Jowm!:l s! GeMti; PRchaloRt XXXIV (April 192'i;;-7a:7l. 
13william H. Hodge, Problem cd Non-Problem 'White Siblings," Sociolog ~ 
~ Soc!!l Research, XL (November-December 1955) t 112-116. 
14Horace Band. ftWorking Mot..lJ.ers and Maladjusted Childrent It Journal .2! 
Educat3;onal !qciolOQ', XXX (September 1957) t 24,...246. 
10 
contrast to 25.9 per cent of the well-adjusted bola.15 
16 Agnes M. Conkl1n t S atudJ otFalluea .2! H=\Ibll Intel.ligent PupU. ques-
tioned the association ot ~ of the tutors coasidered in the pJ"eMnt study 
with aohool failures. None of them proved to be a significant association. 
The only it.. which proved to differ between the failures and the students who 
bad done ,...11 were the natiVity of grandparents and the UM of tHe time. 
Studies in jDenile cieUnquellGY ue of SOfIe relevance to this stu41. 
although l •• s immediately pertinent beeause of the extreme nature ot the beha-
viol' invo1 vea in such studies. 
Shaw and McKa1's study tor the Natioaal:Oommisa1oa of Law Obaervat1oa, 
published in 1931, shows that ne1ghborhood conditions had the strongestettect 
on jUYenile delinquency. In Chioap, when their study was I18.de. delinquency 
was and had been concentraud in are.. aurroundins the central business dis-
trict and heavy1nduatrial areaa. fhese neighborhoods were characterized b,. 
physical deterioration, decr.asing population rates, high percentages of 
toreign-bon and Negro population, u.d high rates ot adult crime. In general, 
they were areas of soc:1al 4160r8801_t10n. 11 comparing rates ot broken homes 
covereel aD 1miiOlltion that broken home. were not til. factor of especial impor-
tance 1n deliDquency.17 
15Xbid., p. 246. 
16Agnea Conklin. Failure • .2! ~1ghl.:r Intel1tg,nt Pupils (New York. 1940). 
17Clitford R. Shaw and Ilenry McKay, Social ract~rs !!! JUYes1e DellDg,uencl 
(Washin,gton. 1931). pp. 38,..'9'. 
u 
William Beall and Augusta Bronner established the following characteris-
tics for a group of 1}3 deUaquents from three _jor cities in the United 
states. Thirty-five per oent of the parents were American. 19 per cent of 
mixed nationaUties, 17 per cent Italian, and 10 per cent Polish. The fathers 
of 47 per cent of the boys were sldlled laborers. and 40 per cent came from the 
unskilled Clas8. Crowded housing conti tions existed in 44 pel" cent of the 
cues, boys from broken homes made np 34.5 per cent of the group, and average 
or low-average intelligence vas charaoteristic of So per cent.18 
In 1945 WUlia C .. Kvaraceus pUblishe' III .tudJ of youth handled b1 the 
Passaic Children' s Welfare Bureau between the: 1ears 1937 and 1942. They were 
largely the interaediate children in large families (47 pel' cent) and had la-
thers in the factoq or llDaldlled labor classes (76.8 per oent).. Their homes 
were multi-fUlU,. dwellings cOftO$ntrated in the less desirable neighborhoods 
SUJ'roundiDc the heart of the city. 66.} per oent of the neighborhoode being 
olaas1fied as "poor" on a pod .. averap ... poor scale.. Thirty per cent of the 
hota •• bad been broken by death or diYOrce. In ,52.7 per oent of the oases fMi-
lies had mo"ed more than tvice dw:'1ng the child' s litetime; worktng Ilothers 
OCOUft'e4 in a, per oent of ,the oases. OVer 50 per cent of the 70Uths had 
average or better thaa average intell:iael1Oe. The nativity of parente proved to 
be of DO s1gn1t1cance.19 
In Vura •• lies Ju!t;1le Del!nquencl the Glueck. studied five hundred de-
l1nq.uent boys in Boston. employing the UN of a oontrol group. Since they 
18William Healy and Augusta F • .Bronner. Ntv I4.aht !?!!. Juvenile De11nguencl 
(New Haven, 1936), pp. "....". 
19wi11iu c. K1"arlloeus. Juvenile Delinquency and the School (Nev York, 194,) 
D'D. 72 .... 91. 
chose boys trom underprivileged areas, their statistics will be of little oom-
para.tive l'&lue in the present study. HOW8l'er. they did find a consistently 
greater frequency of unfaYOl"able background factors in the oases of delinquent 
boya; a sharp inoreue in 'broken homes among the 4elinquents was especially 
noticeable. It is &lao of interest to note that the delinquents had a rather 
high number of cases involving poor early health reoords, but this number was 
almost matched by the non-delinquents (66.4 per cent for delinquents; 60.4 per 
cent for non-delinquents in the items recorded by the present stud7).20 
Franois lTan N1e, conri.noed that studies baaed on court and institutional 
records failed to repol't on a random group of: delinquents, made hie 8tUd;y among 
a group r.cogn1zed as "non-4el1nquentn it ising students from three small town 
high schools 1a the .estern United states, he distinguished more and less de-
linquent poupe through the use of a questionnaire ud tested correlatioms 'be-
tween these SJ'OupIJ and certain f8Jli1), relatiouhipa. Using the occupation of 
fathers as a single index to 800ial status, he failed to find eridenee for re-
jection of the all hypothesis that there is DO 8ip.ificant difference in the 
delinquent behavior of bo)'s and girls of difterent aoc1o-economic strata.. 
Other conclusion are: oldest and onl1 children are less delinquent; religion 
i6 a s1gniticant social control; residential mobility, large families, and 
working mothers have significant correlation to 4elinquenO)'; broken homes show 
no significant correlation.21 
In current periodioal literature a good deal of attention bas been given 
to the discussion of broken homes as a causal factor in juvenile delinquency. 
Many reS4tCU'chers are interested in reassessing the importance of broken homes 
due to the doubt aroused by Shaw and J.1cKay t s findings. 
P. M. Smith reported that Michigan statistics of various sources for the 
years 1952 and 195' showed percentages of broken homes among delinquents vary-
ing :from Ito to 51 per cent. U Jackson Toby points out that while broken homes 
are numerous among all delinquents, they affect boys below the age of twelve 
and girls of all ases more than teenage boys.23 In a series of two artieles. 
T. P. Monohan first gathers a whole battery ot statistics to discount the con-
clusion of Shaw and McKay, adding the findings of his own stu.dy.24 Then he 
indicates through statistical study that. though the trend in broken homes 
today is turning heavily toward those broken by divorce a.nd dissert1on, homes 
broken by death are also a strongly influential factor in the background of 
delinquent YOuth.25 
In conclusion. it may be observed that most clinic stUdies have had a 
psychological orientation and, as a result, have considered more ret1n.ed fao-
tors of family interaction. Consequently. it is difficult to make comparisons 
22p" M. &ii th. ''Broken HOlMe and JuvenUe Delinquenc7 t n §.2gioloQ !DS! 
Social Researeh, XXXIX (Mal 1955) t 307-3U. 
23Jackaon Toby t llIJ.Ihe J.)j,ff'erential Impact of Family Disorganisation," 
Americsn Sooioloecal Rert~. ,XXII (October 1957). 505-512. 
24T• P. Monohan, "Family StatuB and the Delinquent Child,u Social Forces. 
XXXV (March 1957). 250-258. 
2~onohan, UTile Trend in Broken Homes amo~ Delinquent ChUdren." 
!!Friase and feAl IJ.!iP&. XIX (November 1957). 362-365. 
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between them and the present atu~. Delinquency studies, while leas applicable 
to the present study because of quantitative and qualitative differenoes in the 
problems of the boys studied. have considered many of the factors reoorded in 
the present study. In general their conolusions show fairly consistent simi-
larities to those of the present study. Comparisons will be made in Chapter IV. 
OONSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND OF 
U3 PltOBLf.iM BOYS 
Though the immediate source of ,..terral for aU children requesting 
. 
treatment at the c11nio is their parents. a seconda:r7 source influences most 
cases", Table II gives a complete anallsia of the secondary sources for the 
cues oonaidered in this study.l School authOrities are the most frequent 
sec01'l<Uu7 source of referral. Juvenile authorities are the next largest 
source; under this oategor" are included referral entries marked as "juvenile 
officer." "juvenile home," "fami17 Court," and "Juvenile Court." Roughly 18 
per cent of the b07S had manifested condact of a sufficiently serious anti-
social nature to put them at odds with the law. The offenses ranged from 
truancy and destructive rowd1iam to sex of tenses and stealing. 
Sources of referral oan obviously act as an element of selectivity. This 
might expl.aia why a majority of the bo,. involved are from the north ai~ of the 
let. p. 16. 
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, 
School authorit.s 
Juvenile authorities 
Physician 
Welfare agencies 
Readag 
TABLE II 
SEOONDA.RY SOURCES OF ImFERRAL 
TO THE LOYOLA CLINIO 
Number ot 
cases 
'9 
20 
18 
12 
: 
10 
7 
} 
4 
-u:; 
16 
Percentage 
,;4.5 
17.7 
15.9 
10.6 
8.8 
6.2 
2.7 
:;.5 
-99.9 
cit7 and wbJ. in two lnatanoes. more than six cases are located in the same 
communit7 area. Nonetheless, after the work of people like Shaw and the 
Glueeks, tew would nab. to deny that poor neighborhoods and inadequate housing 
can aot as unfavorably innueat1al. faotors. Therefore, some information wae 
desired on the neighborhoods a.tid housing conditions of the 'bo7s in this stu<17. 
The only pertinent items offered b7 the information sheets were the type and 
size of dwelling and whether it was rented or owned. To supplement these data, 
addresses were recorded and located on a map of the city. Then the Local 
CQ!!!!!:!!Qtl !!al Boo~ !5. O!Y:!!as?, baaed on the 1950 censtlS. was consulted for 
the median rent and percentage of dilapidation in t.hose census tract subdivision 
17 
of the seYentJ-twc 00IIIII'f.Ulit7 areas in the cit7.2 Granted that these wlll not 
give a completely adequate .easure of the value and condition of propert7 in the 
ne:t.pborhoods. nevel"thelesa. it was judged the)' would give _e indication of 
these factors. The t1nd:lage are recorct.4 in Table III. 
Med:1aa rent 
Total 
560 to 69 9 
50 to '9 18 
44 to 49 2l 
Chioago aTeftS-38 to .. , .zo 
28 to '7 l.S 
J.8 to 27 1) 
-Total. 96 
TABLE III 
MEDIAl RENT AND PERCEN'lAGE o:r 
DILAPlDATIOIt IN OBNSUS-
TRACT AREAS OF RESI. 
DENeB 
. 
hroentap of dUap:14ation 
0-4 s-6 7-10 U ... 20 21 ... 30 :n ... 40 
9 
-
.... 
-- - --
14 1 1 -- 1 
10 4 2 -- 1 2 
10 6 2 1 -- 1. 
.. 1 , 2 4 
--
1 -- -- , 2 .. 
- - - - - -ItS 12 8 6 7 8 
41 and 
OYer 
-
1 
2 
--
1 
, 
-7 
Se .... nteen bop came froID tu suburb. or aUl"l"01.Ul41ng tow_ an4 oan be sup-
posed, for \he !IOat part. to baye favorable neishborhood and. housing oonditiol18. 
1.8 
Thirty-eight others came from u.aa where the median rent and percentage of 
dilapidation were superior to the city's aTerage which Hauser gives as 144.08 
median rent and 6.1 per a.nt of dilapidation. Theretore a. total of 49.5 per 
cent ot the boys came from average or above-aTerage neighborhoods where favor-
able physical conditions ot home and neighborhood exist. 
In an attempt to claesify all the neighborhoods. Table IV li.ts six 
categories set up according to the six rent levels. It the dwellings were 
located in below-average-rent areas with less than ten per cent dila.pidation, 
they were raised one category. It they were in areas of more than twenty per 
. 
cent dilapidation, they were lowered one ca.tegory. The results indica.te that 
onJ.7 17.8 per cent ot the boys came tl"om neighborhoods which might be classi-
tied as unfavorable due to poor physical oonditions.' 
A. further idea of the housing situation can be had from the data on 
house-type and ownel"sh1p. Thirty-nine and eight-tenths ot the dwellings were 
being rented; the remainder were owned b1 the illll,.,d1ate famill or 127 relative •• 
As Table Y also indioates, the greatest number ot homest 45.1 per cent. were 
individual. unital 37.2 per cent of the fui11e. lived in apartments, 15.9 per 
cent t in flats." 
Som. ot the individual unit. were tar trom 14eal. This was evident in a 
lew cases where brief descriptions were g:lYen; tor example, ODe family lived in 
an old. made-over church uin poor condition." However, lIlost of the over-
,'Ct. Table IV. p. 19. 
It ct. Table V. p. 20 
Neighborhood 
ClaeaifioatiOl'l 
Very superior 
~ 
superior 
High Average 
Low Ayerap 
Below A't'Q'age 
Poor 
Total 
TABLE IV 
A CLASSlFICATIOlf OF NEIGHBORHOODS ACCORDING 
TO MEDIAl-I RENT AND PERCENTAGt or 
DILAPIDATION 
NUIllber or 
cases 
9 
,,a 
18 
3' 
8 
12 
u, 
: 
19 
Percent of 
oasea 
7.9 
29.2 
1;>.9 
29.2 
7.2 
10.6 
100.0 
crowdiDg unfavorable neighborhood conditions oame in C&8eS of apartment renters. 
To measure oyercrowu4ne_. the method _played by A. J. Kaplan in hi. 
doctoral d:iesertation was used. "One room per person would MaD that two per-
sou IllUt oew,;?, each of tb4 three sleeping quarters in the av.rap six room 
house. 'l'hi • ." it .. ems reasonable, be acc.p~d as a minum standard.··' On 
~s! Dwe11w 
Individual un! ts 
TABLE V 
DWELLING.S: THEIR tYPE AND 
MANNER or POSSESSION 
owned by tamllJ • .. • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. 46 
owned by relatives .................. 2 
rented • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Flats 
owned by family ......... . . ...... '. .. .. . .... '1 
owned by relatives ...... .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. 3 
rented · . .. . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . .. . . 8 
Apartment or iooIIiDs Bouse 
OWl'lCtd by family 01 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 7 
rented · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
" 
a 
113 
home) weft compared to the maber Of rooma in the house or apartment. In tour 
casea no calculation could be __ because of a lack of WOl'!Ration. Among the 
109 Cue8 computed, 29 or 26.5 per cent of all the OMe. fell into the over-
crowded classiticatioa. 
Silloe changes ot resi.deAOe can have an ur:tSettl1ng innuRce upon a boy's 
lite, the .. too wr. reooNed; the results are presented in Tabl.. VI .. 6 A total 
- 6 Ct. Table VI, p. 21. 
Number at 
chanps 
o 
1 
2 
4 or more 
fABLE VI 
ru:cALLED CHANGIS 01 RESIDENClifl 
SINCE BIRTH OF Bot 
Number ot 
cases 
31 
17 
25 
18 
U, 
Percentage of 
oases 
19.5 
2:1.3 
15.0 
22 .. 1 
16.0 
Am a tev oaeeaot more than to\U" ltOTee, the parents could net recall the 
exact number. 
ot 91 families or 80.5 per oent of the cases were involved 1n at least one 
oha.nge of residence. More than one move occurred. with 53.1 per cent of the 
families; 38.0 per cent had moved thrM time. or oftener. In the case of more 
mobile families, especially where broken homes were invol v.d, the moves were so 
numerous that their frequency could not be exactly recalled by the parent in-
Changes of 8c11001 are often involved with home changes and may have a 
further tmsettl.ing 1nfiuenoe on children. In the present stuq. forty boys 
underwent from one to seven changes in school beoause of residential mobility. 
Much more 1l\1IHl"OUS were cllaDge. at _h001 for reasons other than home ch.a.D8es. 
22 
TABLE VII 
OBA.'fGES OF SCHOOL DIVIDID 
ACCORDING TO REASON 
Cases ot change tor eaaes ot change.for 
Number of reason of home change other reasons 
changes 
Number Per cent Nuber Per cent 
0 75 64.6 28 2.4 .. 8 
1 24 21..2 26 23.0 
2 12 10.6 26 23.0 
, 2 1.8 : 12 10.6 
4 0 0 .. 0 8 7.0 
.5 or more 2 1.8 13 11., 
- - - -I.rotal 11' 100 .. 0 113 99.9 
~ahle VII tiret indicates the number at sohool changes which accompanied 
~hanges of residence; then the number ot school oha.l1ges tor reasons ot~r than 
~ome mobillty 1s recorded. These changes wen recorded separately; therefore. 
poye recorded tor one or two cha.Jsps beoause of home I10ftS mq also be recorded 
~or other cba.ngee tor uother reason. fable VIII indicates the total mabel" ot 
~ool ~a tor .., reason.7 It can be seen that 101 boys or 89 .. 4 per cent 
, 
pt the total cha.!lpd schools at least ouae. In the ... ot IIlIlI1Y CathoUo sohool 
~hUdren. a chaqe trom parochial grade scbools to a central high school 1s 
7 Cf. Table VIII, p. 2,. 
TABLE VIII 
SCHOOL CHANGES FOR ANt BASON 
Number of Number of Percentage of 
ohanges camt8 oases 
0 12 10.6 
1 29 25.6 
2 24 21.2 
, 19 16.8 
4 9 : 7.9 
5 or more 20 17.9 
- -fotal 113 100.0 
commonplace. Though this was not always the case in the present study.. e.en if 
boy6 ohangins school only once were removri, 63.7 per cent of the boys would 
still be involved. 
Thus fu, facts on the phy'sical. living conditions and mobility of home 
and sohool have been presented. Now 80me background charaoteristics of the 
pa1"ents will be oonsidered. The factors to be considered ue age. health, eth-
nic extraction, educational leTel. and the father's occupation. Sino. most of 
these factors .e.ed relevant in the case of step-parents as veIl, they also 
were recorded making the totals 117 mothers and 123 fathers. 
The age of the parents at the birth of the boy vere summarized in tive-
year periods. The largest number of both mothers and fathers tell into the 
Age Bracket 
Under 20 yrs. 
20 to 24 2, to 29 
;;0 to 34 
" to 39 
40 ud oyer 
fotals 
TAl:lLE IX 
AGE OF PA.RlCl'fTS AT THE 
BOY'S BDml 
Mothersl 
Number Percent 
15 12.8 
ill 17.9 
40 :s4.2 
26 22.a 
9 7.6 
;; 2.6 
;; .2.6 
,-
-117 99.9 
24 
2 Fathers 
Number Percent 
1 .8 
22 18.0 
34 27.6 
29 23.6 
20 16., 
13 10.5 
~ 3.2 
- -123 100.0 
~. tour stepmothers are included; two under twenty. one between 2, and 
29, and one between ;;0 and ". 1fIJars of age. 
~ ten stepfathers are included; two betweell 20 and 24, 6 between 25 and 
29, and two between 35 and 39 years of age. 
twenty~five to twenty-nine age-bracket; the next largest bracket was thirty to 
thirty-four. Aa a ,;roup, however, the fathers tended to be older. Th1rty-
three of them were th1rt,-five years of age or more at the child's birth in con-
treat to twelve mothers in those brackets. .Furthermore, fift.en mothers and 
only one father were under twenty years of age at the ohild· s birth. In thirty .. 
three cases there was an age difference of five years or more between the 
25 
AGE DIFrli:RENCES 01 COUPLES 
Number .2! Years Number !! Coulles 
Under 5 .. .. .. .. ........ . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. 80 
.5 ., • .. .. • .. . .. .. . .. . • • • • .. . . • • . .. .. .. . . .. 10 
6 • 
7 .. 
8 • 
9 .. 
. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. • • • .. .. .. . .. .. . . ........ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. ......... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. . ...................... 
• • • • • • • • • • 
....... .. .. .. .. . ....... • • • .. ..... .. ......... .. 
10 to 14 .. . . . . .. . . . .. ....................... .. 
4-
6 
o 
2 
8 
15 or more • .. .. .. .. • •• • .. • .. • • .. .. .. • .. • • •• , 
Total 113 
mother and father. 
The parents were predominantly American-born. Among the fifteen foreign-
born parents. eight were man and wife; three of thes. oouples were Irish and one 
Polish. A foreign langLlage 'WillS spoken at least occasionally' in eight homes. 
In l1atiag the ethnic extraotion of the parents, people who listed more 
than one count17 were put down as of mixed desoent. Of the others, 41 couples, 
36.3 per oent, listed the same descent; however none mentioned how many genera-
tiona of their family lived in this oountry. Families in which both parents 
were of the same ethnic origin were preuominantly Irish, Polish, and Italian .. 
An analysis ot the frequency of various ethnic origins is presented in Table 
XI.8 
8 Ct. p. 26. 
TABLE Xl 
ETHNIC EXTRACTION OF PARENTSl 
Extraction 
Irish •. . . • • . .. . . . .. .,. . . . .. . .. . · .. " . • • 56 
Polish .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ge.rllal1 ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • .. '5 
Italian • til • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .. . ..... 21 
English ...... · . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 7 
6 Scotch .. .. .. · . . . . . . . .. . ., . . . . . · . . . .. . 
Bohemian ........ • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .5 
Slovak ........ .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .5 
American Negro ...................................... , 
Others .. . . .. .... '* ...... '* .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 22 
.. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. ........... 32 
. .. .. .. .. .. . ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. • 10 
-Total .. ........ .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 
~8 table includes the lour stepmothers and ten step-
lathers. 
A complete breakdown of the ec1ucational level of parents is presented in 
Table X11.9 Fift,-two per cent of the lathers and stepfathers did not oomplete 
high school, 32., per cent got no further than the grad.es. The mothers as a 
group remained in school a little longer than the fathers. Only 20.5 per oent 
terminated their eduoation with grad.e school, 48.7 per cent completed at least 
9 Cf. p. 2:/. 
Zl 
TAm...& XII 
!aX1CATlOOAL LEWL OF PARMS 
1 Mothers 2 Fathers 
Le'fel attained 
Nuber Pel"Cent NumbtlJr Percent 
Grade School 2At. 20., 40 .;2., 
Part high school 
" 
28.2 24 19.' 
High School 38 .;2., 28 22.8 
Part bus.. college 1 .8 1 .8 
Part college 8 6.3 13 10,6 
, 
Business college , 4., 1 .8 
College 4 3.4 6 "'.9 
Unknown At. 3.At. 10 8.1 
- - -Total 117 99.9 123 100.0 
~e tour stepmothers are inclUded; three completed high school, the 
fourth· 8 standing 18 lUllalow. 
~e ten stepfathers are included. Three quit school during the grade •• 
two duriq hip "hool, three at the end of high school, OM durtng college, and 
one completed. college. 
part of high school, and 81.2 pel" cent received high school diplomas while 74.8 
per cent of the fathers were also h1gh-school graduates. There were only six 
college gradua. tee among the fathers and tour among the mothers. 
In recording the occupat1onal level of the 12, fathers and stepfathers, an 
eight-level scale was used.10 The name ot each level should sutf1cientl1 explain 
10 Cf. p. 28. 
28 
TABLE XIII 
OCCUPATIONAl .. LEVEL OF FATHERS 
Level Number 0:1- P3rcol-:.taga of fathers fathers 
Large business 1 .8 
I 2.4 Professional , 
Managerial 7 5.7 
Small bul!d.nes8 15 12.2 
White aollar 26 21.1 
- : 
Skilled vorkers 
" 
26.9 
Sem1-akiUed 23 18.7 
tJasldUea 7 5.7 
l1nknoWA 8 6.5 
-
, 
'fotal 12, 100.0 
l..rb.. ten stepfathers are included; one belongs to the small business clus t 
~wo to the white collar class, tive to the skilled workers' class. and two to 
~he semi-skilled. 
it. These divisions are fairly standard, and are considered significant in a 
study of family background because in a hishly industrial and impersonal. society 
RUch as we have in the United states occupation i8 generally considered one of 
the .ost important single determinants of' social status. Coneei'ling the social. 
structure of the United St&ws as a verticle continu.um. executives and profes-
sional men w1ll be- found near the topJ semi-sk11led and unsk1lled workmen are 
conf1ned to the lowest area. Sk1lled workmen tind 1t somewhat euier to attain 
a more respected position in the Community, but white-collar workers and owners 
of small bus1.nes8 have a decided advantage over those depending on physical 1&-
bor for their liyelihood. Depending on the size t location. and type of their 
business, small owners might be 't"1ing with men of managerial position for 
places in the upper half of the statue continuum. 
Table XIII indicates tbat .51.3 per cent of the fathers depend on physical 
labor tor the li.elihood of their famil1es and onl,. 8.9 per cent are to be 
found in the upper three le .... 18.11 It seems ea.fe to conclude that the majority 
of the bo;ys COIle troe tamilies on the lower half of the status continuum. 
Finally. the Hsearcher l"ecorcMd health complaints made by parents. .such 
. 
items as cardiac conditioDS, ulcers, aDd a high degree of nervousness were 1'8-
corded. Among the illness of fathers were tbr.e oases of alcoholi_ which pro-
bably include a tmlch wider range of difficulties than lIIere health. But there 
were 80 few cases that little elH could be done with them. fwent:r-two of the 
mothers made complaints, and nineteen of the fathers. The illnesses involved at 
least one parent in ,s (".6 pel" oent) of th. 11, famili ••• 
1am1lY Orenization 
we turn DOW to the factors which influence the dynamio inter-relationship 
of people in the tuil,y more directly. To be considered are the marriages, 
broken hOlMS, working mothers, the presence of others in the horne, the size of 
the family and. the sibling post tion of the problem boys, the boys' preferences 
and antipathies, discipliDary consistency. and the religious situation in the 
hOll.a. 
11 Cf. p. 28. 
In cor.sidering the marriacest it muat be realized that the clinic deal.s 
with a predominantly Catholic population. In the cases studied there were only 
two exC(tptioDS to this: one Protestant family and one Jewish. Of the original 
113 marriages, 89 (78.8 per cent) were Catholic, 20 (17.8 per cent) mixed. and 
two \U.Ulpecified" Four h0lle8 werebrok.en b,. the mother· s death, eleven by the 
father's, and sixteen by divorce or .. paration. Of the sixteen cases of divorce 
or separation, ten occurred in Catholic marriages (11.2 per cent of the total 
J1Wftber of Catholic marriages> t aad six ocourred in mixed marriages (30.0 per 
cent of that total). fhere were four cases of ear17 adoption, and OAe chili had 
. 
been living with guardians since the age of tlir... Three boys were bora out of 
wedlock. The puents of two were married afterwards; but in the third case, the 
mother later married another maD and there was a pattern of rejection on the 
part of the stepfather. l! tot! 33.6 per cent of the boiS lacked the normal. 
situation for the developaent of parent-ohlld love because of death or marital 
difficultie.. It the known case. of wedlock after oolJCeption and earl,. adop-
tions, whioh ID&1 .. em to 801M leas aeri.oua. are elimiDated. 29.2 per ceDt of 
Theft were thirteen case. of remarriage. Three of the four fathers who.e 
wives had died married again, and two of the VOlDen who bad loet their husbands 
bl death were ftIIaJ'r1ed. The eight reaaaining remarriages were one man and. _ven 
women who had been legall1 divorced according to civil law and had kept custody 
ot their chilclren. One of the women had been married three times; the first of 
the two remarriages is not included in the thirteen-oue total. Of these tbir-
teen remarriages only tour were contracted val1dl;r before a priest. 
Another home factor considered unfavorable because it disrupts the home 
schedule and affects a lack of supervision is the working mother. Sixty-one of 
the boys considered in this study had working mothers, a total of 54.0 per cent. 
Forty-nine of the mothers were working at the time they applied to the clinic 
for help; thirteen had been working at an earlier period but had quit, usually 
vhen the bo1's problem behavior became serious. 
Others living in the home .. especially relatives, can have a disruptive in-
fluence on family life due to an improper allocation of authority and consequent 
confusion which might arise. In discussing this point, Jybi1 Foster narrates 
the case of a young mother who, after a conference with a psychologist, went 
, 
home and broke her four-year-old daughter's nUrsing bottle in hopes of breaking 
the girl's childish habit. As the child began screaming. the grandmother de-
clared that the whole idea was absurd and, after some arsument, went out and 
bought two new bottles.l2 In the case ot grandparents especially, the possi-
bility of disagreement and interference .aems considerable. In some of the 
cases recorded in this study. the conflict was evident from the facts given; in 
othar cases, nothiag more could be determined than that the relatives were in 
the hOIle. '!'he factor occurred in 33.6 per cent of the cases as can be seen in 
Table XlV. 1) 
Family eize and sibling position. too. are frequently cliecuued by psycho-
logists and sociologists in their consideration of the background of problem 
1231bil Foster, "Personality Deviation and the Hom., n Mental HZiiene t IX 
(November, 1939), 739. 
l'Ot. p. 32. 
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TABU: XIV 
C>'lHD PERSONS IN THE HOME 
Persoas in Nuraber of Percentase of 
the hoae ca.e. case. 
None 75 66.4 
Family of relative. 7 6.2 
Grandmother 12 10.6 
Grandtather 5 4.4 
AWl\ 5 : 4.4-
Uncle 6 ,., 
Boarder , 2.6 
- -
Total m 99 .. 9 
chUdren. Only children were once thought to be spoiled and. disposed to difti-
culty in peer relatioDShips. Large fuilie. are still thought 01 maD.1 to pose 
psJcholoCical difficulties for the chUclren, especiall,. intermediate ones, as 
.. 
well as economic prob1 ... tor the father. In the present stud;y neither pre-
domiDate. Table Xv!.5 give. a breakdown of fui11 aize, and Table xv:r16 presents 
the aibling positions. The problem boys are largely first and .. COM children 
in two- and three-child familiee.. Of the fift,. boy8 who are first children. 
twenty-three are from two-child families. Sevent,..four per cent are from fami-
lies of three children or less. 
15 Cf. p. ". 
16 Of. p. :54. 
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TA.BLE XV 
Hf1MBD or OBILDRD IN FAMILY 
$¢C' 
Number of ohildren Nuber of PeroenUB. of 
i1'1 18IIi17 0 .... ea ... 
1 child l' 1l.5 
2 children ,2 28., 
, children 20 17.7 
4 children 19 16.8 
.5 children 8 : 7.0 
6 or more children 21 18.6 
- -Total 11' 99.9 
It was hoped that the information-sheet categories marked Itantipathies" 
and "preferences" would yield some helpful information on sibling rivalries and 
the boy's general attitude toward his parents. However, the researcher found 
very little material recorded in these categories. as Table XVII will attest.1? 
Perhaps the most interesting point revealed by the material is a notable lack of 
attachment for their fathers on the part of the boys. Also in eight of the 
sevent.en cases where a sister-antipathy was recorded. there were only two 
Children in the tamily; in three other cases the sister was older in a large 
family and bad assumed partial disciplinary authority_ 
Entries on the intake-information sheets concerning disciplinary consist-
17 Of. p. ". #~:~:~ ~ ~NIVE"SITY~) 
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'tABLE XVI 
SIBLING POSI'fION OF BOYS 
Position in order Number ot Percentage of 
ot birth cases cues 
Only child. 1, 11., 
First SO 44.2 
S.coad. 21 19.0 
'fhir4 12 10.6 
fourth 11 9.' 
: 
ruth 1 .9 
Sixth 1 .9 
ae.enth 2 1.8 
I1$hth 2 1.8 
-Total 11, 100.0 
ency proved to be vague and subjective and in m&n1 cases completely lacking. 
However. what was recorded should be of some interest. During the stud1 ot the 
tUes remarks on discip1ina.n' consistency were jotted down and later were cate-
gorised in the manner ot Table XYIll1S• depending on whether they indicated a 
positive, neutral. or negati.e influence. Those placed in the positive category 
had the simple entry "good." In the neutral category were placed cases which 
contained such remarks as "tair," "probably," "ok," ffse• a to be," or "try to 
18 Cf. p. 36. 
,s 
TABLE XVII 
"OYV oorud.atent,ft or "too str1ot." There were onl1 tvo entries of over oon-
A cakgo17' ratins s1m1l.ar to tha.t tor disoipliDarJ consutency was alao 
set up tor the reU.gioua example in the bome. Those cases were given a. posi-
tive rating where Doth the IDOther and tather attended S'UIldq Ma&8 regularly and 
received the aacruents on fairly regular oooasiorus. In the Mutral category 
were placed parents who seldom frequented the sacraments but attended l'1aes re-
gularl1. parenta in mixed marriages who still received the sacraments, and 
:56 
TABLE XYIII 
DISCIPLINARY CONSISTENCY 
Degree of Number of Percentage of 
consistenor case. cases 
Positive 16 14.1 
Neutral 15 1,.2 
Negative 62 54.9 
Unknown 20 17.8 
-Total 11, 100.0 
caMS vh.ft there was on17 a reference such as "fair." or "questionable. n 
families where one or both of the Catholic parents were irregular or non-prac-
ticing wre rated negat1"el,.. The results are presented in Table xn.19 
The apparent religious atti tude of the boys was also recorded. In the 
pos1tb'e catesol"1 wre placed boys who attended Mass and reoei.,ed the sacra-
ments regularl,. with no evidence of indifference or prodding. The neutral cate-
gory contains those who fUlf1ll their obligations or do more at the prodding of 
parents and with manifest indifference. Tho •• not in the habit of fulf1lling 
their obligations were placed in the nepti". categof'J.2O 
Once the religious example and attitude had been calculated. a check was 
made on the frequencl of correspondence between tbe example given by the parents 
and the boys' attitudes. It was found that se"enty-five per cent of the boys 
1gef• p. 3'7. 
2Oet• p • .38. 
Kind of example 
Positive 
Neutl"al 
NepU,:r. 
Non-Catholic 
Not Indioated 
Total 
37 
RELIGIOUS UAM.VLE OJ' T1IE PARENTS 
NUJIlber of oasea Peroentage of oases 
28 24.8 
39 34.5 
40 35 .. 4 
2 1.8 
4 '.5 
-U3 : 100.0 
who recei.ed positive religious example responded in kind (twenty-one out ot 
twenty-eight)" Where the example was neutral,' fifty-nine per cent of the boys 
seemed. oblivious of this and maintained. a positive religious attitude (twenty-
three out of thirty-nine). Those who reoeived a negative example were almost 
equally divided betw.en the nesati •• and positive oategories of attitude. as 
can be seen in Table XlI" 21 
Thus far environmental factors have been considered. Two constitutional 
characteristios of the boys remain to be discussed: intelligenoe and health. 
Consistenoy of information on the boy's intelligence ratings was far from 
ideal. No in1'ormation could be seoured on seventeen of the boys. In other 
cases the aohool report had to be used. which ratings oome from written group-
21 Cf. p. 39. 
RELIGIOUS ATTITlWE OF BOY 
Kind of attitude Number of cases Percentage of case. 
Positive 59 
Neutral. 2, 
Negative 25 
Non-Catholio 2 
Not Indioated ,. 
- : -Total 11, 
tests that are not as reliable as 1ndiY14ual tests. There was also a variation 
in the t,.,. of test used. !he StantOl'd-Binet Reviaed (Form L) is the test most 
commonly ue4 at the Clinc. However. in some ot the cases examined. the 
Wesohsler...aeUe'YUe test bael been 118ed which 1a considered by 60me PS1chologists 
to be lION difficult than the ltanfOJ"d-B1Mt. The school-report tests also in-
eluded a m:.lal" of kuhlman-Finch, otis 101"11 T. and Stanford-Binet Form I tests. 
The difterence in tests does not affect the score categories directly, but 
psychologists are wont to take the test t1P8 i.to account, considering some of 
sr-ater accuracy than others. The oollp11ation ot data in Table XXII shows that 
75 (66.1 per cent) of the boys had intelligence ratings of average or above. 22 
An unfavorable health history can aftect a be,. in a number of ways. 
First of all, there may be lasting effects which influence the boy constitu-
22cf. p. 40. 
TABLB XXI 
FRiQUIIHCt or CORRESPONDENCE B~ 
RELIGIOUS AftlrlJDB AND IXAMPLE 
Oomspondyce 
Parente poaitive--ba7 poaiti.e • • • • .. • .. .. .. .. 
Parents positive-boy neutral • • • • .. • • • • • 
Parente positive--boy nesative • 
· 
• .. • • • .. .. • 
Parents aeutral--boy positive • • .. • • • • .. • • 
Parente neutral-boy neutral • • • • • • • • • • • 
Parents neutral-boy _gattve • • .. .. • .. • • • • 
Parents negative--boy positive • • • • .. • .. • • .. 
Parents nesative-b07 neutral .. • • .. • • • • 
'" 
• 
Parents negattve--boy negative • • .. • • • .. .. • • 
Non-Catholic • .. .. • • .. • • .. • • • • • • .. .. • • 
U1'IkD.ovI1 • . .. • • • • • • .. • • • .. .. • " 
.. • .. .. • 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
Total ...... .. .. . · ... .. . • • • • · .. • • .. .. . 
'9 
• .. .. • • .. 21 
• • • .. 
" 
.. 6 
• • .. • .. • 1 
• • • • .. .. 23 
• • .. • .. • 11 
• • • • • .. 5 
.. • • • • .. 15 
• .. .. .. • • 7 
• • • • • • 18 
.. .. • .. • • 2 
.. • • • .. • 
,. 
.. .. .. .. .. -113 
tionall7 or P8ycholoaically: physical weakness, fears, uncertainty. and so 
forth. Be70nd this. environmental patterns can come into operation. It is <lifo. 
ficult for parents to properly control a boy who has just been the oenter of at-
tention in the tamily because ot serious illness. They often take too permis-
sive an attitude, and the 001 soon has oontrol of the household. 2) 
In the present stud7. abnormalities of preanancy and birth, visual and 
auditory weaknesses, notable childhood sickness. and physical disabUities re-
sulting from sickness or accident were recorded. As Table XXlr24 illustrates, 
one or other or a serie. of these unfavorable factors was recorded tor 85 of' 
the boys or 7~h2 per oent of the total sample. 'I'hirty bo1S bad repeated diffi ... 
oult,.. In two cases the l>h7a1cal ailment was apparently the sole source of the 
23roster, p. 737. 
24 Cf. p. 40. 
TABLE XXII 
INTELLIGENCE RATING OF BOYS 
1bltlnc Number of cases Percentage ot cases 
Very 8I.lperior 1 .9 
h40-169} 
Superior 1.5 13.' (120-139) 
High A .. ,erage 17 1.5.0 
(UO-1l9) 
Average 42 '7.1 (90-109) 
Low aver;Je 13 : 11 • .5 (80-89 
Borderline Detective 2 1.8 
(70-79) 
Mentally Detective 
(50-69) 
6 5.3 
Not reported 17 15.0 
total 113 99 .. 9 
boy's problem. One boy had b •• n reterred to tb4t Clinic tor advice on adapting 
himself to the growing limitations imposed by muscular dystrophy. Another boy 
vas eeriou17 handicapped as a result ot a cerebral hemorrhage which b4t sut-
f8l"ed as an infant. ae had been brought to the Clinic tor an intelligence test. 
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'fABLE XXIII 
HEALTH HISTORY OF BOYS 
Categories Number of Percent of NUllbel' of Percent of 
ocou.rrence. ocourrences oaees not cases not 
already alreadJ 
liated listed 
Almormal 
pngaanc1 7 6.1 7 6.2 
A'bnoraal 
bu-th as a4.p 25 22.1 
SerioWl 
s1ekne .. 54 46.9 41 36., 
Ph,.e1oal 
injuries oX" 
deteot. Z, 20.0 11 9.7 
Visual 
handicaps 2- 1.7 1 .9 
Auditory 
haad1caps 1 .9 
- -
No d1ttlnltl •• 
recorded 
- ---
as 24.8 
- -
Total 115a 99.9 113 100.0 
':nws number results from the tact that SQIS. eases have been listed under 
two or IIS01"e categories, and others not at all. The correspondiDg percentages 
have been calculated aocord.iDg to the nuraber ll5. 
CHAPTER III 
THE ASSOCIATION OF BACKGROUND ~~D CONSTITUTIONAL 
FACTORS WITH PAR'l'ICULAR PROBL&M TYPES 
Thus tar we have recorded the data and their trequencies as they pertain 
to the whole group classitied as problem boys because of their referral to the 
. 
Clinic tor treaaent. Howeyer, the problems exhibited by the boys differ YaStly 
trom one case to another. There is aotually little likeness between a boy who 
is merel1 having difficulty d.th school work ~d ou who has appeared in juve-
nile court oharpd with car atealing, AX ottenses, or general rowdinees. This 
chapter will represent an attempt to "duoe the bOla to more homogeneous group-
inga according to the similarit,. of their problems, after which the background 
data will be re-examined for significant shifts in frequency according to parti-
cular problem clasaificatiou. 
This refinement of the geMral problem has been recognized for SOIDe tue 
by researohera, and various attempts to deal with it have been made. One of the 
tirst worke in this vein was undertaken by Marian J. Fitz...Simou who attempted 
to determine the relationship ot certain parental attitudes to problem cate-
gories. She began working with a general clinic population which she eventually 
limited to cases ot children with normal intelligence, no physical defects. and 
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a comfortable status level. In her tinal drafting, she uses the problem cate-
gories "aggressive behaVior. t. "withdrawal behavior, n "babits, tI "educational 
problems," and "miscel.la:neoua."l aecause of her limitation of cases and the 
parental attitude8 8he measured, her conclusions are of little relevance to the 
present 8tudJi but an enumeration of a few of th_ will give the reader a clear-
er notion of the Datu:re of her work. She concluded that the greatest number of 
withdrawal problem. i8 Hcorded tor the srOllp that is overprotected by mothers, 
that the smallest number of withdrawal problems is reported bY' the groups in 
which the mother's attitude is negative and the father's positive, and that the 
, 
group of children rejected by both parents has the highest number of aggressive 
problema. 2 
Luton Ackerson, usi.J3g the reoords of the Illinois lnatitute of Juvenile 
Research, also constructed problem cat.egorie. and COIlpared their yariou.s fr.-
quanciea wit.h different age and intelligence groupings. In his oomparisons and 
cOD01U8ioM, he used two major categories: personality and conduct pr'Oblems. 
Personalit;y problems refer to relati .. l1 internal traits while co.duct problems 
are de tined as those which affect other people." From the ~cit:1c problems 
eDWl8rated und.er each category. it can be seen that they are basically the same 
as those which l1t .... ,silaODS called aggressive and withdrawal. behanOl". HOlHtver, 
they remain problem categories and he does not claaaify the i!1Cl1vidual cues &8 
lntz-SimollS, p. 90. 
2Ibid" t pp. 110-111. 
3Aokerson, p. 41. 
predominantly conduct or personality problems. EL, method is highly statistical 
and his conclusions are stated in terms of pro:;noses; therefore, they have 
little relevance to the present study. 
In a study of cases taken from the Hichigan Child ~:iuidal1ce Center, Lester 
£. Hewitt worked with the hypothesis, flChildren who differ from one another in 
expressing fundamentally different patterns of behavior maladjustment must have 
experienced fundamentally different patterns of envirorunental circumstances. 114 
After carefully examining the problems with which he was dealing and testing 
their grouped frequency by means of tetrachoric correlation coefficents, he was 
, 
able to establish three major behavior patterns or syndromes: unsocialized e.g-
cressive behavior, socialized delinquency, and overinhibited behavior. The 
overinhibited behavior category corresponds with Fitz-Simons withdrawal pattern 
and Ackerson's personality-problem class. His other two syndromes seem to be a 
further division of what Fitz-Simons classified as aggressive behavior and 
Ackerson as conduct problems. Unfortunately, the situational patterns he mea-
aures and compares to the syndrome frequencies are of a more refined nature 
than the material of the present study was able to produce; therefore, his con-
clusions are not comparable here. 
The problem material for the present study was taken from complaints on 
the intake information sheet under the heading "referral problem" and from the 
problem checklist filled out by the parents during the first interview. The ma-
terial was recorded by the researcher under specific problem categories, most of 
4 Hewitt, p. 1. 
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which appeared on the problem checklist. However, some did not; and other cate-
gories on the checklist were combined or ignored according to the advice of a 
clinical psycholoeist. ifihen problems did appear on the checklist, complaints of 
them which were initiated by the parents under "referral problem" where dis-
tinsuished from those passively acknowledge or supposed on the checklist. 
'i'iherever possible, the major problems in each cane were substantiated by the 
notations of the psychologist handling the case. 
Such material is obviously subject to serious limitations. It depends on 
the parents' subjective understandin8 of their child's problem which itself may 
. 
be due. ironically enough, to a lack of parental awareness. The temperament and 
attitude of the parents can exaggerate or minimize the extent of the problem. 
Terms on the checklist can be understood differently by different parents; fur-
thermore, some people's children are never wrong while others' are always wrong. 
All these circumstances render the checklist information dubious; therefore, in 
the work that follows, the referral complaints and psychologist notations were 
considered more significant than complaints which appeared only on the check-
lists. 
Once the problem material had. been recorded in the :?lrulIler described above, 
a r..roblem-profile was drawn up on each individual boy. It \'fas hoped that with 
the use of these profiles each case could be cateGorized in one or other of the 
syndromes set up by Lester Hewitt. However, there was a constant overlapping of 
assaultive and socially delinquent problems in the individual cases; therefore, 
these syndromes had to be abandoned in favor of the categories sUGL;e,-3ted by 
Ackerson and Fitz-;3imons. 
First, the sr~cific problems were classified as ?crsonality or conduct 
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problems accordine to the work of these authors. 5 11. number of l:>roblems were not 
classified because hckerson and .ritz-Simons hi-;;.Q not mentioned t.hem or had put 
them in a sepa.rate cateGory. 'l'hese are recorded with the fre'luency of their 
. '"'" 1 v "VI 6 occurrence ~n .I.ao eA.... • 
Once the rroblems had been categorized as either personality or conduct 
problems, the individual cases were examined for referral to one of the three 
major categories, tIle Dole problem of slowness in :;;ohool leCU'ning being the 
third category _ Although the )roblem-profile for each case ~::;;:lov;ed an overlappinl 
of personality and conduct lroblems, it was found that the major ~')roblems con-
. 
corning which parents initiated oOFlplaint were concentrnted ill one cateGory or 
the other. It was mainly on the basis of these I)roble:;:s, not on other.:::; l);1ssive-
ly acknowledged through use of the problem check-list, that the boys Ii,ere placed 
in the personality or conduct cateGory_ 'llhis step involved judgments by the 
writer which are open to question. Lowever, it did seem that r"o;:;t of the caGes 
fit clearly into one category or the other.7 A number of the cases were left 
unclassified bec.:,une even a consideration of the L'lajor complaints did not !:lake 
(\ 
the category clear. Table ;:XVIIJ enumerates the categoric[; ilnd tho number of 
cases classified in each. 
The remainder of the chapter will concern itself with a report of the 
5'l'he classification of these problems toe;ether with the frequency of their 
occurence are listed in 'l'able XXIV, p. 47 t and Table:~XV, p. 48. 
7The problem profiles will allpear in the a~)pcnd.ix explaininc the writer's 
classifications. 
8 cr. p. 49 .. 
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TABLE XXIV 
PBRSGNALITY PROBLlll·;g AND THE 
FREQUENCY OF THEIl~ OCCUi.{Ri:;NCE 
Problem Number of referral Number of checklist 
compalints complaints 
Restlessness 
--
63 
Sxcitability 
--
33 
Unusual fears 2 16 
: 
Sensitiveness 1 45 
Depression and 
discouragement 
--
44 
Absent-mindedness 
and daydreaming 2 49 
Unsatisfactory 
peer relations 19 23 
Younger playmates 1 24 
Social withdrawal 10 a 
--
Nervousness 3 a 
--
Insecurity 2 a 
--
Jealousy 5 24 
aproblem not included on checklist. 
Problem 
Disobedience 
Temper display 
Fighting 
Bullying 
Cruelty 
Stealing 
Bad language 
Truancy from 
school 
'fruancy from 
home 
Sex Hisbehavior 
Bad companions 
Destructiveness 
Hostility 
Hebelliousness 
Staying out late 
r.ying 
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'fABLE XXV 
CuNDUCT PRO BUNS AND THE FR8~UENCY 
OF TH.!HR OCCUiii<ENCE 
Number of referral 
complaints 
24 
13 
1 
3 
9 
24 
5 
27 
16 
11 
18 
4 
5 
8 
7 
12 
Number of checklist 
complaint::> 
55 
52 
18 
23 
1.5 
26 
34 
23 
11 
27 
a 
a 
a 
a 
50 
aproblem not included on checklist. 
I""" 
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TABLE XXVI 
THE FREQUENCY OF UNCLA8SIFI~D PROBL,~HS 
Problem Number of referral Number of checklist 
complaints complaints 
Older playmates 4 21 
Speech defects 6 11 
Snuresis 6 14 
School slowness 
with other : 
problems 45 65 
TABLE XXVII 
THE CA'rF;GCRH~S AND NlH'lB~;R OF CA;~ES 
Categoq Number of Cases 
Conduct problems • 
· · 
• • • 
· · · 
• • 
· · · · · · 
• 
· 
67 
Personality problems • 
· · 
• • 
· · 
• • 
· 
• • 
· 
• • 
· 
• 17 
Zducational only . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · 
• 
· · · · 
• 14 
Physical disabili tie s. • 
· · 
• 
· · · · · · · · · 
• 
· 
• 3 
Unclassified cases 
· 
• 
· · · · · · · · 
• • 
· · 
• • 
· 
• 12 
-
Total • . . . . • • • . • . . . • • . • . . • . . • . .113 
~sGociation of background and constitutional factors with the particular cate-
gories. Though certain hypotheses were stated in Chapter It we will examine all 
the factors for some possible indication of association, concentrating on the 
three major categories: conduct, personality, and educational cases. As can be 
seen in Table XXVII9, there are a relatively small number of cases in two of the 
three major categories. This imposes a. rather serious limitation on the value 
of the work, and none of the conclusions can be viewed as anything more than an 
indicator of possible association on a more generalized plane. 
!h! Neighborhood ~ £Swellings 
The data on neighborhood conditions yielded no indication of poor situa-
tion for one particular group. Although a far greater number of conduct cases 
came from neighborhoods judged to be below the city's average, they represented 
only 52.2 per cent of the total conduct cases, while 57.1 per cent of the per-
sonality cases lived within such neighborhoods and 42.8 per cent of the educa-
tional cases. 
All three groups offered similar totals in regard to house-type as well. 
Living in family-owned individual units were 41.8 per cent of the conduct cases, 
41.2 per cent of the personality cases, and 42.8 per cent of the educational 
cases. A small variation was shown for those living in apartments. Fifty per 
cent of the educational cases and thirty-nine per cent of the conduct cases came 
from families who rented or owned apartments while only 23.5 per cant of the 
personality cases came from such homes. 
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A more notable variation occurs with overcrowded livins conditions t \';hich 
factor appears to be strongly associated with conduct cases. Twenty-three of 
the twenty-nine instances of overcrowded conditions occurred in the families of 
conduct-problem boys in comparison to two cases among the lwrsonality problems 
and one case among the educational. The 23 cases constitute 34.3 per cent of 
all the conduct cases and 79.3 per cent of all the known cases of overcrowded-
ness. 
Home-mobility for the total group was high t 80.5 per cent of the boys 
being involved in at least one chance of home. \;hen the data were broken down 
. 
according to the categories, boys with educational problems had the highest 
percentage of mobility, 13 families or 92.8 per cent having moved at least once. 
This compares to 80.6 per cent of the conduct cases (54 families) and 70.6 per 
cent of tl~ personality cases (12 ft~lilies). If cases of only one move are 
eliminated, the proportion stays approximately the same, conduct problems in-
creasing slightly: 9 (64.3 per cent) educational, 39 (58.2 per cent) conduct, 
and 8 (1+1.2 per cent) personality. Vi'hat these totals fail to show is the 
higher percentaee of frequent moves among the fa~ilies of boys with conduct 
10 problems. For this reason Table XXVIII presents a breakdown of the figures. 
This sa~e pattern is true to an even larger extent for school changes 
which have been considered in conjunction with home changes because they often 
occur together and both present a similar sense of instability for the children 
involved. 1:ihen all cases of school change are considered the totals for the 
three groups are very similar: 16 or 94.1 per cent of the personality cases, 13 
10 Cf. p. 52. 
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T ':;13LB XXVI II 
A CATi:GOaY COHPAHISON C}' 
Conduct cases Personality cases Bducational cases 
Number of 
changes Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
0 13 19.4 5 29.4 1 7.1 
1 15 22.4 4 23.5 4 28.6 
2 12 17.9 2 
: 11.8 3 21.4 
, 
3 11 16.4 4 23.5 5 35.7 
4 8 11.9 1 5.9 0 ----
5 or more 8 11.9 1 5.9 1 7.1 
- - - - - -
Total 67 99.9 17 100.0 14 99.9 
or 92.8 per cent of the educational caoes and 61 or 91 per cent of the conduct 
cases. Ho\vever, l.,.han cases of one move have been removed, a notable change 
occurs, conduct cases having the highest percentage by eight points. As the 
changes become more frequent, the conduct cases dOldnatc even more strongly; 
m bl X.vIX i b _I d 11 
.La e '" g ves a re={ own. 
These statistics on home and school mobility indicate that these disturb-
ing factors might have a stronger influence on the development of conduct pro-
bleme. 
11 cr. p. 53. 
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'fAB.L.E XXIX 
A CATl!XJORt COMPAlUSON or 
SCHOOL CRAmES 
~gt Conduct caMS Personality cases Educational cases 
ft.i"r Per cent Naber Per cent NUlltber Per oent 
0 6 9.0 1 ~h9 1 7_1 
1 1) 19.4 1 41.2 4 28.6 
2 12 11-9 , 11.6 6 42.8 
, 1.) 19.4 , 11_6 , 21 .. 4 
4 1 10.4 0 ~-,.,... 0 
---
5 or more 16 2'.9 , 11.6 0 
--
- - -Total 67 100.0 17 99.9 14 99.9 
!!! PVe;gts 
The statistics on the age of parents y1eld no indication of association 
with a partioUlar problem group. The:r were cheoked especially tor group con-
centration among the notably 10u:n.g parents, and the notably old. and among 
couple. where there was a considerable age diftereno • ., 
, 
'lb.. only variation discovered in the breakdown ot statistics on the .thaio 
extraction of parents was the fact tbat 29.4 per cent ot the personality cases 
had parents of Italian descent. This ethnic group was represented by only 8.9 
per cent ot all the parents. 
Complaints of illness by parent. showed a somewhat higher conoentration 
among the parent. of boys with perscmallty problems. Parents of eight of these 
boys (47 per oent) made oomplaints. while similar statements were recorded for It 
parent of 3'.7 per oent (5 oases) of the educational-problem 0018 and 32.8 per 
oent of the boys manifesting oonduct problems. 
Concerning the eduoation of parent.. there was a aliaht oonoentration of 
less to1'll&lly educated fathers among tbe parents of conduct-problem boys and an 
even stronger ooncentration of less formally educated mothers among parents ot 
boys with personality problems. Fifty-two per cent of the conduot-case tathers 
, 
had lett sohool betore the completion of high'school; this compares to 4'.0 per 
oent MOna the personality-oue fathers and 3'.3 per cent of the educational. 
AmoDg the mothers, 66.7 per cent from personality caMe had left school before 
high sohool gl"aduation in oomparison to 47.1 per cent among conduot cases and 
35 .. 7 per cent among the educatioDal. cases .. 
The oocupations of the fathers as an undi Tided group tended toward the 
lower leYe1s, :1.t w111 be reoalled. 51., per cent of the fathers depending on 
physical labor for the livelihood of their families. In the oat.goq breakdown 
of Table XXX12 t it can be seen that the fathers of conduct-problem bols are sti1 
concentrated on these lower levels. However. over fifty per oent of the fathers 
of 001S with personality and educational. problems are in the white collar clasa 
or abo"e. The Fathers of personali t1 problem boys are concentrated in the mid-
dle levels while thoee of boys with educational problems are more scattered. It 
lZ Of. p • .55. 
I""" 
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TABI..E xxx 
A CATEGOHY CGMPARISC,N OF 
THE OCCUPATIONAL LBVEL 
OF FATHI!:RS 
Conduct cases Personality casos l;duc<:..tioruti cases 
Occupational 
level 
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
: 
Large business 1 1.3 0 ---- 0 -----
Professional 1 1.3 1 5.0 1 6.7 
11anagerial 2 2.7 2 10.0 1 6.7 
Small business 9 12.3 2 10.0 4 26.7 
\fui te collar 15 21.5 7 35.0 2 13.3 
Skilled labor 21 28.9 4 20.0 2 13.3 
Gemi- and un-
skilled labor 20 27.4 3 15.0 4 26.7 
Unknown 4 5., 1 5·0 1 6.7 
- - - -
'l'otal 73a 99.9 20b 100.0 15c 100.1 
a.:rhis total includes six stepfathers. 
bThis total includes three stepfathers. 
c'l'his total includes one stepfather. 
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d;;ht also be noted that although the fathers of conduct-problem boys :ll'e con-
centrated in the lower levels, they are by no means ccnfined to them; the only 
father fitting into the highest bracket \>1W3 the f.:-~ther of a boy manifeGtillg con-
uuct problems. 
Family 0rgani~~tion 
In this section we will consider those factors wUch are more immediately 
concerned ltJith the interaction of person..";l within the home: broken homes, work-
ing mothers, the presence of people other than the immediate family, the number 
of children and sibling position of the problem boy, the boys' preferences and 
antipathies, disciplinary consistency, the relieious example Given by parents, 
and the religious attitude of the boys. 
Contrary to what was hypothesized in Chapter I. the highest percentage of 
roken homes was among personality problem boys, 41.2 per cent (7 cases). 
1'hree boys or 21.42 per cent of the educational. cases were from broken homes as 
were 21 boys or 31.3 per cent of the conduct cases. 'rhe two cases of illegiti-
,ate conception before marriage were not considered here bocnUDe they do not fit 
under the strict definition of a broken home. This loft 36 Cilses; the other 5 
are accounted for among boys left unclassified. 
Onoe again contrary to hypothesis, the createst number of workine mothers 
viaS found amonG the personality CHGOS; th·~ sa numbered 10. 5·3.3 per cent of the 
tot.'l1 category. The educational category ::.~anked second with ,J cases or 57.1 
pOl" cent of its total. There were 37 instances of workine mothers in the fami-
lies of conduct problem boys, but these amounted to only 55.2 per cent of the 
group. These differences are too small to be of significance, but they contra-
A Cf .. T2;GOJ.Y COr.;:-)ARI30N CF 
PM-IlLY SIZ:~ 
Number of 
children 
in family 
Conduct cases reruonality oases 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
(;ne 8 11.9 1 5.9 
Two 18 26.9 8 
: 
47.0 
'i.'llree 9 13.4 4 23.5 
Four 11 16.4 0 ----
Five 3 4.5 2 11.8 
iiix or more 18 26.9 2 11.8 
- - -
'l'otal 67 100.0 17 100.0 
diet the hypothesis that a hiGher percentage of broken homes 
would be found among the conduct cases. This hypothesis was 
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.Gducational cases 
Number Per cent 
1 7.1 
1 7.1 
7 50.0 
3 21.5 
1 7.1 
1 7.1 
-
14 99.9 
and t·;orking mothers 
based on the suppo-
sition thElt the absence of parental GUidance from the home would result in a 
lack of care and direction and, consequently, in less socially acceptable beha-
viol'. 
Although 73.5 per cent of the families that had relatives living with them 
were the families of boys with conduct-problem behavior, these amounted to only 
37.5 per cent of all the conduct cases while 41.7 per cent (7 families) of the 
personality cases had relatives living in the home. ~ducational cases were 
I'osition in 
family 
Only 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
Eizhth 
Total 
JIBLING PCSI'l'ION 
Conduct cases Personality cases 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
8 11.9 1 5.9 
31 46.3 11 61+.7 
~ 
11 16.4 3 17.6 
7 10.4 1 5.9 
6 8.9 0 ----
1 1.5 0 -.. _-
0 .. --- 1 5.9 
1 1.5 0 ----
2 3.0 0 ----
- - - -
67 99.9 17 100.0 
.;ducntional cases 
number Per oent 
1 7.1 
4 28.6 
4 28.6 
3 21.4 
1 7.1 
0 ----
0 ----
1 7.1 
0 ----
- -
14 99.9 
were notably fewer: 3 families or 21.4 per cent of the total cateeory. 
Tho statistics on family size and sibling position yielded SODa more notable 
indications. ~ighteen of the twenty-one who oam~ from large families (six 
children or more) were conduct cases. Of the other three, two were personality 
cases a.nd one educational. Of the ei~hteen conduct cases :tn larc;e families, one 
was a. first child, eight were second children, four werH third chilciren, and the 
remainder were scattered. 
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Small families rredorninate among the permmality cases. Fourteon of the 
seventeen cases with personality problems came from farn:llieo cf three children 
or fevler. T\:iclve of these 'viere first children amonG t"hom was one only child. 
'1'he5e stat:l.stics indicate that personality cases tfmd to be first children 
in small families and th."'lt problem cases coming from laree families tend to be 
of the conduct variety. The read.er is cautioned not to reverse the latter con-
elusion and a[,sume that conduct-problem cases ~end to come from large fn.l'1l:i.lies. 
Twenty-six conduct cases came from one or two-child families and nine others 
from families with three ohildren. For the sake of olarity, the complete data 
: 13 14 
on family size and sibling position are presented in Tables XXXI ro1d XXXII. 
Family preferences were reported for fifty-five of the boys in the three 
I:lajor categories. Forty of these were for conduct-problem boys and therefore 
involved 59.7 per cent of the cases. ~ight educational C,laGS (57.1 per cent) 
reported preferences, and 7 personality cases (41.2 percent). "keportcd antipa-
thies, on the other hand, were highest amonc personality problem boys, reports 
beixl$ entered for 10 cases (5'3.8 per cent of the boys). It is interestinz to 
note tr...at five of these ten reported antipathies were for sisters in t\iO or 
three-child fal'!1Hies. A total of 32 conduct-I1roblem cases (47.8 per cent) vere 
noted for antipathies. For th(~ I,urpose of comparison, it might be 'VIell to ob-
serve that only eight of these thirty-eight antipathies were for sisters, ~nd 
only half of the eight occurred in ,sr,lall families. 'l\-{o educational cases 
(14.3 per cent) reported 8.ntipathies. 
l3Cf • p. 57. 
l4Cf• p. 58. 
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TJ..3LE XXXIII 
A GATJi:OOHY CGMPldISCH OF 
TH£ HBLIGICUS ~;Xil.HPL.8 
Type of Conduct cases Personali~y cases i~ducationa.l cases 
example 
Number .?er cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Positive 21 31.3 3 17.6 1 7.1 
Neutral 17 25.4 9 
: 52.9 8 57.1 
Negative 25 37.3 5 29.4 5 35.7 
Hon-Catho1ic 2 3.0 0 .... _-- 0 
---
Unknown 2 3.0 0 
---
0 ----
- - - - -
Total 67 100.0 17 99.9 14 99.9 
The material on religious example and attitude iv presented in detail in 
~ab1es XXXIII and XXXIV.15 Although more conduct problem boys vere ne~ative in 
~xamp1e and attitude, a similarly large number were positive in both. A large 
~umber of both personality and educational cases displayed a positive religious 
~ttitude dispite a predominance of example which was neutral or negative. l~e 
~ta indicate tr~t, though positive religious example and attitude do not insure 
~oys against the development of conduct-problem behavior, negative example and 
~ttitude are more likely to be influential factors in conduct cases than in the 
pther two. This is in accordance with the hypothesis presented in Chapter It 
15 Cf. p. 61 
Type of 
attitude 
Positive 
Neutral 
Negative 
Hon-Catholic 
Unknown 
Total 
lih:LIGIOUS AT':'I7UD:C; OF BOYS 
'::;onduct cases Personality cases 
Number Per cent Number ler cent 
29 43.3 11 64.7 
15 22.4 4 23.5 
17 25.4 2 ~ 11.8 
2 3.0 0 
---
4 6.0 0 
---
- - -
67 100.1 17 100.0 
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:::ducational \::ases 
Number fer cent 
11 73.6 
1 7.1 
2 14.3 
0 ---... 
0 ----
- -
14 100.0 
based on the conception of religion as a social control. Personality-problem 
boys tend to be religiously conscientious. Since boys with educational problems 
have a high percentage of so many of the other disruptive background factors, it 
might be positive religious attitude which prevents many of them from becoming 
conduct problems. However, this last observation could hardly be considered 
more than a supposition based on the indications of the admittedly limited data. 
The data on consistency of the boys' religious attitude with the example 
given by their parents showed highest correspondence among conduct cases in the 
positive and negative categories. Fourteen conduct-problem boys (20.3 per cent) 
followed a negative exanp1e from their parents and the same number imitated a 
positive example. '1'11is compares to 1'1.6 per cent of the personality cases (3 
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boys) who followed a positive eX:':;t;lp1e and 5.9 J:',er cent (1 boy) \Jho followed a 
neGative eXW7lp1e. There were only two cases of consistency alJcntj educi.i.tional 
C:".3eS, one po;;:dtive and one negative. 'I'he hiSh percentage of consistency among 
the conduct cases might explain why a positive religious attitude was not a pre-
ventive to conduct-problem behavior in so many cases. The ;por;itive religious 
attitude might have been merely exterior, but it could only hope to influence 
one's behavior if it were interior. 
~lere was no indication of unsatisfactory disciplil~ry procedure differing 
greatly between the conduct and personality categories. Disciplinary inconsis-
, 
tency was reported for 63.2 per cent of the conduct cases and 58.8 per cent of 
the personality cases. There was a wider marGin between these two groups and 
the educational cate&ory of which only 42.8 per cent recorded disciplinary in-
consistency. 
Constitutional Factors 
A complete breakdown of the intelligence data is rCi)Orted in Table 
XXxv.16 It was hypothesized that there would be a much higher rate of lower 
intelligence scores among the educational cases. This proved to be true, 57.1 
per' cent falling oelo1Ai the ave:cage level while 73.1 pOl' cent of the conduct 
C<l03eS and 6l .... ; pel' cent of the i>e.~svllality ca::;o::; l'ebaineu average or above. 
Uo\vever. low intelligence cannot be assumed to explain all educational problem 
cases since two of the fourteezl c.:-~ses eXDl!'iineo. here had superior ratings and 
four had average scores. 
16Cf 67 . p. :.;. 
~:ating 
categories 
Very superior 
(140-169) 
Superior 
(120-139) 
High Average 
(110-119) 
Average 
(90-109) 
Low Average 
(80-89) 
Borderline 
Detective 
(70-79) 
t1entc.lly 
Defecti.ve 
Unknown 
Conduct cases 
rli.lmber Pel' cent 
o 
9 
15 22.4 
25 
}3 11.9 
o 
o 
10 
67 
63 
Per;:;oIluli ty caGes 
Humber Per cent :;umber .i: el~ cent 
1 o 
, 
2 11.8 2 
1 o 
7 41.2 4 28.6 
1 3 21.4 
o 2 
2 11.8 3 21.4 
3 o 
17 100.1 14 100.0 
Other observations which m:i[;ht be made on the inform tion in the table on 
intelligence ratings are that conduct cases tend toward higher intelligence 
levels and the personality cases have a createI' spread throughout all the levels 
The t'I10 cases of personality problems in the mentally defective bracket indicate 
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that 10\/ int(:llig~llco might sOlnetimes be a strong deter~ininf; f'.lctu:' in the de-
velopment of peraonality problems tllOU;:;h not ahm.ys since the only boy \-1.th a 
very superior rating \-JaS a lier'3onality problem. 
'.i:'ha hypothesis concernin2: the higher Q::;sociation of poor healt!1 records 
\,,1 t11 rersona15_ ty i)roblens is alDo su)ported to some extent. 'rhe percentage of 
personality cases WQS larGest not only in each of the three items recorded (ab-
normal pregnrUlCY or birth, serious sickness, and physical injuries and defects); 
but they £)redol'llinated runonc cases which appeared in t\iO or more of the cate·· 
cories. Seven perlJox:ta.li ty-problem boys (47.0 per cent) were found to have been 
. 
recorded under two or more of the items calcu1ated as compared to 6 conduet-
problem boys (8.9 per cent) and 1 educational-problem boy (7.1 ;per cent). 
Amone the cases of abnormal pregnancy or birth, 52.9 per cent of the pc;r30nality 
ca::;es appeared, accompanied by only 26.9 l')er cent of the conduct cases :'::llU 14.3 
fer cent of the educational cases. S!}venty and six-tenths per cent of the per-
sonality ca.ses suffered serious illness a.::;ainst 46.3 per cent of the conduct 
cases and 14.3 per cent of the educational. P,~rsonality case::5 had the 51allest 
margin of predominance in the category of physical injurie[:; ana defects, 29.4 
p~r cent cmnpared to 19.4 per cent of the conduct cases and 14.3 per cent of the 
educational. Jun0nt; the total number of cases registerillt.,<; any unfnvora.ole health 
i'acl;.o.L', CC.3 per cent of the per'l:Jonality cases were represented, 79.7 per cent 
of the conduct iiroblems, and 35.7 ,per ';:ent of the educational. 
A nISCUSSION OF T~ 
REPORTZD DA'l'A 
Thus far certain environmental and constitutional factors occurring in the 
background of maladjusted boys have been presented. Theoretically, all of 
these factors are considered significant by social scientists. The questions 
which confront us in this chapter are: ~bich of these factors appear to be par-
ticularly influential in the problem development of this particular group of 
boys? Do any of the factors seem more closely associated with the development 
of a particular type of problem? Have similar results been uncovered in other 
stUdies? 
NeiMborhood !!!2 Housing 
Housing factors do not seem to have played an influential part in the de-
velopment of problem behavior for the boys in this study. Only 10.6 per cent of 
the homes fall into areas which might be classified as transitional. ~Urther­
more, if poor neighborhoods had been a factor, it is likely that the conduct 
cases would have come from them most frequently since, according to the theory 
developed by Clifford Shaw and aGreed to by most experts in juvenile dclin-
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quency. disorganization results in a lack of normal social control and conse-
quent anti-social behavior. 
Researchers in delinquency also point out that a large number of delin-
quants come from families that rent apartments, assruning that this situation 
often accompanies living in poor areas and adds to the constellation of diffi-
culties which confront a boy. i-tilliam Kvaraceus, for example, found that 
seventy-one per cent of the boys in his study lived in multi-family dwellings.l 
The rather high percentage of apartment renters in the present study indicates 
that this might be true for the boys in the present study. However, the census 
. 
data of 1950 show that 1+1.0 per cent of Chicago's population dwelt in multi-
family dwellings.2 'therefore, the families studied here actually had a smaller 
percentage (34.5) of apartment dwellers than one might expect to find in an 
average group of Chicago families. Furthermore, the highest percentage of fami-
lies living in rented apartments were those of boys with educational, not con-
duct, problems. These findings are in agreement with those of Haas and Kahn 
who reported that three-fourths of the clinic cases they studied came from homes 
judged to be neither luxurious nor dilapidated.3 
The two home factors which do seem to have been influential in the present 
study are mobility and overcrowded living conditions. i~ighty and five-tenths 
per cent of these families reported residential. mobility. Changes in school 
lKvaraceus, p. 92. 
2,.1 8 I.auser, p. • 
3Haas and Kahn, p. 3B. 
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seem to have added heavily to the sense of instability and isolation from a fa-
~iliar group. Sixty-three and seven-tenths per cent of the boys had changed 
school more than once. A slight predominance of personality problems among boys 
changing school indicates that this situation may cause more wide-spread diffi-
culties than those involved with educational achievement. The data indicate 
that school changes can at least intensify withdrawal problems. The higher per-
cent age of conduct problems among the boys who had undergone more frequent 
chans~s of home and school tends to confirm the theory tl~t frequent moves lower 
the indirect social control normally exercised by a stable cODmunity and peer-
. 
group. This finding is in agreement wi th that of t'rancis Nye vho in studying 
delinquency amone "average" teenagers found tlk'1t 38.0 per cent of the boys who 
had moved five or r;10re times fell into his more delinquent group in comparison 
to 34.0 :per cent of those \-;ho r.a.d moved from hJO to four t:i.mes and 23 per cant 
4 
of those who had moved once. 
CVercrowded living conditions were found to exist in 26.5 per cent of the 
homes in the present study. The 1950 census data indicate un avera~;e of 6.Lf per 
cent of overcrowded conditions in the city of Chicago.5 However, this figure is 
based on the measure of 1.5 persons per room; nnd, thercf()re, the difference 
lWould not be as f,Teat as the fi€,'UI'es indicnte. The stronc association of over-
crowded conditions with conduct cases indicates that it is particularly influ-
~ntial in the development of this type of problem. Thirty-four and three-tenths 
per cent of the conduct-problem boys lived in overcrowded condi t:i.ons. aeports 
4 .. r 63 l'~yet p. • 
.5Uausert p. 8. 
of Healy and Bronner. Kvaraceus. and Kaplan on the high percentage of overcrowd-
edness in the home contti.tions of delinquents indioate that this faotor has otten 
proved influential in the development of anti-soeial behavior. 
!l!! Parents 
'l'he asa of parents oan be sigllificant at both extremes. Studies in family 
breakdown show that when lien and women marry too young unhappinfu38 and even di-
vorce often result.6 This oan have an obviously \U~settling influence on growing 
children. At the other extreme parents who are too old are more apt to be out 
of contaot with and lack of sppathy tor thei~ childreill, and their nenes are 
more likely to be ea6ily frayed by ohildren's misbehavior. The tirst extreme 
was not frequent among the parents in this stuq.. Only one tath4tr and fift.en 
mothers (12.8 per cent) married before they bad turned twnt)'"_ However, thr .. 
of these young mothers were am.ong the divorces. A rather hi$h percentage of 
older men among the fathers indicates that this 1'88.1 have been an influential 
factor; however there is DO ~ of knowing how maD1 fathers of the same age 
would be found in a sample of normal families. 
Although the educat:tonal level of the parents is not hight as a group 
these people oompare favor~l1 with the total population of Chioago. They baYe 
a greater percent&p of both men and women at .very educational level beyond 
grade sohool with the exception of male college graduates. Seven 0<1 six-tenths 
per cent of Chicaso's male population over twent1-f1ve years ot age received 
coUege degrees. while ony five and seven-tenths per oent of the fathers in 
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this study graduated from college or business college.7 Even this is not a 
marked variation. It can be concluded that although the parents tend to be of a 
low level of formal education, as a group they do not differ notably from what 
one would expect to find in a random sample of adults in Chicago. 
A further oharacteristic observed concerning parental education is the 
lower level of formal education among the mothers of personality-problem boys. 
Only 33.3 per cent of this group of mothers completed hieh school in comparison 
to 52.8 per cent of the conduct-problem mothers and 74.2 per cent of the educa-
tional-problem mothers. A combination of this factor with others might :have re-
sulted in a lack of sympathy and understanding on the part of these mothers, and 
a consequent withdrawal on the part of the boys. 
The percentage of foreign-born .f:.arents i8 low (9.7 per cent). In compari-
son, Fitz-Simonts clinic study eliminated 23.0 per cent of the cases from her 
8 final calculations because of foreign-born parents. Haas and ;:ahn found that 
29.6 per cent of the parents in their New York clinic popUlation were foreign-
born and 37.4 per cent in the San Francisco sroup.9 
The rather high peroentage of families in which parents were of the same 
ethnic extraction (36.' per cent) may be a common marriage pattern. and their 
concentration among the Irish, Polish, and Italian may be in proportion to the 
concentra.tion of these groups in the Chicago population. There are no available 
statistical data with which a comparison can be made. However. considering the 
7Hauser. p. 7. 
8Fitz-Simon, p. 85. 
9Maas and Kahn, p. 27. 
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strong group-solidarity often maintained amonG Catholic ethnic groups for the 
preservation of their cultural heritage, there is some po"sibility that the ba-
sis for a culture conflict of the boys with parents who have clung to the Hold 
way" of doing things is still present. 'with the lack of material for comparison 
and the small number of cases in which the possibility occurred, we cannot reach 
a definite conclusion concerning the strength of this possibility; but it would 
offer an interesting topic of study. 
In 33.6 per cent of the cases studied, one parent or other tlade complaints 
of ill health. This percentage is high enough for the factor to have been in-
. 
fluential, especially when combined lrJith other factors, though once again, there 
is no way of knowing what percentage of ill health would be found in an average 
group of parents. The association of parental illness with personality cases is 
ten percentage points higher than with conduct or educational cases, which indi-
cates a closer relationship of the factor to the development of personality 
problems. 
In comparison to Chicago's total male working force, the fathers of the 
boys in this study contribute a disproportionate percentage to the lower levels 
of occupation. Seventeen and four-tenths per cent vi Chicaco's working men are 
engaged in semi- or unskilled labor. while 24.4 per cent of these fathers fall 
into the same category. ~ngueed in skilled labor are 26.9 per cent of the fa-
thers in the present study and 21.1 per cent of Chicago's total rnale working 
10 force. Using occupation as an index to the approximate status of these ruen 
and their families, we conclude that they tend rather clearly towC'..rd the lower 
10 Ha.user, p. 8. 
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levels of status continuum. 
In reporting their olinic study, Haas and hahn state that only one-third 
of the fathers were engaged in skilled labor and white-collar work while the 
other two-thirds were either of the managerial or semi- and unskilled labor 
11 
classes. It is not clear what ocoupations arc inoluded in their managerial 
class, but the present study certainly shows no lacl: of representation from the 
white-collar and skilled labor classes; together theoe engage 43.0 per cent of 
the fathers. 
Studies in juvenile delinquency have rather consistently reported a high 
, 
percentage of fathers in the laboring classes: 1:oaly and Bronner found 87 per 
oent in the skilled and unskilled labor classes,12 and i:varaceus reported a 
76 8 t t t · f f t ~, . 11 d ' 13 • per cen represen a ~on 0 olc ory ana unSKJ. e wor.'~er3. Nye, however, 
in his study reports no significant difference in occupational level between the 
fathers in his more-delinquent and less-delinquent groups.14 
Examining the breakdown of paternal occupation according to the vurious 
types of problem canes, we find that the concentration of lOliler-class occupa-
tiona is associated with the fathers of conduct-problem boys. In this cateGory 
56.3 per cent of the men depend on physic.:ll labor to support their families. in 
the personality and educational categories, the percentage in these occupations 
are comfortably under the fifty per cent mark. Since conduct-problem boys most 
closely resemble the populations of juvenile delinquency studies, this finding 
llHaas and Kahn, p. 37. 
l~Iealy and Bronner, p. 35. 
l3Kvaraceus, p. 91. 
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favoro tho_ who claim a high percentap of laboriag fathers among the JlU'etlta 
01 deliaquat Do,-8. 
f.E!k Ct;Aanietion 
In this .. etion, factors of personal interaotion withiu the hOMe are to be 
coru.dde ... d. Sinoe we are interested in m1xed marriages and. broken hooes all the,. 
might arr&ct peace and unit,. witl.11n the lMiily tV0up. they are be1Dg tat,.n up at 
tb.1s point. SaftntetJn and eight-tenths per cent ot the first marri~'''us involve4 
1A tM. atudy were mixed. In. an attempt to determine the a1~itica.noe of this 
proportion, the Catholic Director: tor the year&. 1950 to 1956 was aonoulted.. 
Theoo figures ehoved an aver~G over the six-year period 20.9 per cent L'lb:ed 
marriages .wnong CathoUcs of thfit ;:;h:1.c~--o Archdiooese.Therefore, the num"!' of 
mixed marriages found among the parents in thi6 stud: is under the number one 
migbt expect '~O find in an averaco group of Ghioat.'O i;atholic oouplea.,hile 
they might have been signif10ant in individual caseG (a higher proportion of 
mixed marriages ended in divorce or MjJuati.on than their numbi)r warranted), 
m1xed mar1"'iaoea caMot be conaidored aignificant fer the group u a whole. 
In erder to recheck this ooncluaion conoerning mixed marriages, the data 
on rel1g1oua example aDd attitude were sogregated tor this particular group. It 
was thoupt that the ooys from mixed marri~.s migbt show a higher !>orceni:4ge 
of Mgativ. rol.ig1ous attitude, 1nd1cati~ an indirect untfWorablo infiuence. 
Hovever, tbu did not prove to be the case. irom the eighteen cue. of mixed 
marria,ges, eleven bo,S (61.1 per cent) sh.owed apes! tive religioue attitude; 
thia oomparea to 52.2 per cent of the total group registering a positive atti-
tua. SixtO'en and soven-tenths per oent or thO' boys from mixed arr1at;~'U3 bad a 
7' 
neutral religiQus attitude, and 22.2 per cent were ne,ative.. These f4.~r.s oom-
pare respectively to 20., per oent and 22.1 per cent for the total group. 
'fherefore. the faet remains tbat thor. is no positive indication that mixed 
marriages were a significant factor. 
To find a. reliable 110ft! of comparison for broken homes seems nearly im-
possible. No statiaUcal reports, to the best knowledge of the vr1ter. give 
information on the number of homes broken by death. Information concerning 41-
vorce rates among Catholic couple. are ~1.'::iost equally difficult to obtain. 'lb. 
1950 oensus reported a aational rate of 24.1 in relation to 100 marriages that 
rear, not an altogether accurate or preciso index. However, civU divorce amOllS 
Catholics is consistently lowr. In, his stuq of tbe cases handled by the 
Church court of separation, Fathe .. Thomas estimated tbat the court handled 0J18 
thousand cases a lear. 'l'h1s would be a'bout 5.9 per cent of the average number 
of Oatholic marriages for the ,.are 1950 to 1956. a smaller percentap than 
tound in this atudJ (14.1 per cent). B01I9ver. many Oatholic aDd mud couples 
are involved in civil divorces and remarriage. which remain tmre-pOl"tad to Churoh 
authoritie.. This tisure. theretore. is not at all accurate for our purposes. 
Of some value for comparison are the t1gt1res given tor control groupe in 
recent delinquency atudies. Both Ny. and the Glueeks found approximately the 
same percentage of children living with both their original. parents. 70 per cent 
15 16 and 68.8 per cent respectively_ This would indicate that the percentage of 
boys from broken homes in the present study <:~1.8 per cent) is not significant. 
15 J.l. Ny_.. p. "t"t_ 
16G1ueck• P. 88. 
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$ti1all towns of the western United. Jutes. ttl.O other frot'!l the 1)001' Clll:SS of an 
(it itself. the percentage of broken hOflJeS found in this at'lldy does sec. 
lueh enough to be oonsidered significant, especially with personality caGen 
, 
lugher proVOl"tiona bave been found in other ,lo1inquency r.>tudies of iJolice re-
to t..'ll::.o off1.c:lul 8,ation l.n oaGes where they oarw.ot. t'W"n first offender£> oval' to 
conflict with .l·.yo·s finding tllat broken homes are more 3apecially 6iguiiicaat. in 
1'1 QSU~le$ of ungovornability. It waa on the strength of hia finding that the 
boys. 
ence in tho developm~nt of problem behavior.:"'hcir ::,rl;)oe.!1ce is d1atr:i.butod feliX'" 
17uve ...-. 44 it.. t}:'- • 
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were the only influences felt in cases where the mother is engaged in out-of-
home work, the factor should logioally have predominated among the conduct-
problem oases as the writer hypothesized. 
In hie delinquency study, Kvaraceus also found this factor significant in 
rel.ation to the 17.8 per cent reported as aormal by the Child Care Committee of 
. nI. 18 Workiag Moimers of School Children in 1~2. 1 ..,.e foud working mothers a sig-
nificant factor in relation to eleven out of thirteen variables.l9 Berace Han4 
found world .• mothAtrs iA slightly hicher percentage _oag maladjusted sehool 
boy.. There was a "., per cent tetal among the maladjusted oompar1ng to 25.9 
per cent among the well adjuated cases. 20 
Information coaoern1ng the ettects of the presence in the home of pGreona 
other thu. the 1IIIe41.te family .... _ to have r .. ained in the state of generali-
zationa. Sociologists asS'U1D8 (without reliable atuCO' data, it se.s> that i8O-
lation i. 001lIII011. .Psychologiats agree that the preNnoe of others with the 
WHken.:1ng of authority whioh. lION than likely aocOIIlpaaies it oan be detrimental; 
but this too se.s to have reuine4 a theory- In the preHnt study the percent-
age of this factor .. ems significantly high (;3.6 per cent). 'but it tid not 
predominate amoag conduct cues where a weakening of 8.Uthori ty would Qloat 11ke17 
have ahown.1tHlf. Nor haa the writer found aJ.1'1 study reports with which to 
compere his findiDgS. 
The data 08 tuily ei_ and sibling position ;yielded some rather clear 
l.8Kl'araeeU8, p. 91. 
l' IVe. p. 59. 
20 HaDd, p. 2",. 
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indications, most of which seem to &sree with the oommon theory and findings of 
other studies. Conduct problems strongly predominated in large families which 
seems to indioate that the problems met in adaptation to a large family are more 
conduc:be to the development ot behavior which is otfens! ve to other people and 
their rights than to the development ot withdrawal problems. The rough ... and-
tumble. give-and.-take of living with numerous brothers and sisters could tend 
to make a 'boy more interested in satisfying his own needs and less conscious of 
the etfects on other people. However, this is merely' one theory used to expla1Jl 
a common finding; another proposes that large families result in lese iDtima.te 
. 
emotional ties and a oOASequent laok of indireot control. 
Kaplan.21 Kvaraceus,22 and. NleZ' considered this factor in their delin-
quency studies and fOUDd that children from large families predominated. 
Although the present study findings i.ndicate that large families tend to 
show more conduct problema tban personality problems. it does not indicate that 
the opposite is true of small falld.liee; that is, there is less deliaq,uent beha .. 
nor in small families. The eighteen iMtances of conduct misbehavior among the 
twenty-one large families contributed 26.8 per cent of the total conduct group. 
However, another ,1.0 per cent of the conduct eases came from families of three 
children or less. Therefore, this need not negate Nt.'s theory ot greater emo-
tional involvement and conseq,ueat indirect control in small fami11es. 
ne present study also indicates that problema of social withdrawal 
2l Kaplan. p. 104. 
~yaraCeU8t p. ;2. 
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• (personality problems) tend to occur in small fwnilies; B2.3 per cent of the 
personality cases came from familios of three children or fewer. Bince social 
[withdrawal in most cases also involved a failure to set [.~lonc \lith other c11i1-
dren, it is easy to see why such problems are more likely to occur in small 
families. 
The only child seems to be an eni~ma to social scientists, judging from 
tho complete confusion in theory and findings. : any have thoui:~ht that only 
children would naturally have a tendency toward social withdrawal. On the other 
hand, Goodenough concluded that only children are more likely to be self-confi-
24 ' dent and aggressive. In a more recent article '~'. ,; 0 ;,allenberg sums up the 
previously exiGting confusion, adds his own note of vari[ttion, and concludes 
that further study in which other variables are clonely controlled is badly 
needed. 25 
The present study shows a small enough percentage of only chilcu'en (11.5 
per cent) to indicate that the situation does not offer any overwhelming diffi-
cultien to social adjustment. 'l'he fact that 61.5 pi:lr cent of the only children 
were conduct cases is some verification of Goodenough's conclusion that only 
children tend to be aggressive. 
In agreement with another of Goodenough's conclusions, the present study 
indicates that the first sibling position offers speciul problems of adjustment. 
Oldest children made up 44.7 per cent of the boys studied. Among these, an 
25W• Vi. lriullenberth "Delinquency mld CnIy Children," Journal of Abnormal 
Psychology, XLIV (July, 1944), 356-366. 
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~8.4 per cent predominance of personality cascs indicateo that the probler:ls of 
adjustment offered by this sibling position may have a particularly significant 
relation to this problem syndrome. 
Youngest children made Ul) 15.9 per cent of the total group, not a sieni-
ficant proportion. 'rhe fact that there were no personality problems among the 
eighteen cases indicates that there may be a more General lack of association 
nero; however, due to the small number of caGes, it could have been a coinci-
~ence. There was a 16.8 percentage of second children which is high in compari-
~on to the other intermediate positions, but it can be easily explained by the 
, 
~1gh frequency of two-child families which, in turn, is not so high that it 
might not be matched in a sample of average families. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from the material on fc~ily preferences and 
~ntipathies. First, the boys as a group seem to show a lack of normal affection 
for their fathers. Only nine of the sixty-one cases which had preference re-
Fordings mentioned a preference for the father. 'rhis amounted to 14.4 per cent 
pf the boys. In contrast to this, 22.4 per cent of the boys registered an anti-
pathy for their fathers, and more than twice as many were recorded as havinG a 
)reference for their mothers. 
Secondly" boys with pcrsol1c.uity problems seem more adept at showing anti-
pathies than preferences. Their percentage was lowest among those registering 
preferences and highest among those expressing antipathies. This could be 
caused by a lack of security and self-confidence resulting in uncertainty about 
Ibeing loved and a reaction of determining to get along ... Iithout love for better 
10:1:' worse. On the other hand, factors which could lead to unsatiGfactory parent-
jehild relationships are frequent and often predomin.s~te among personality cases; 
79 
and the lack of preferences may be a normal rea.ction of self-};lrotection. }'or 
example, broken homes are most frequent among tl:e personality cases as are coru-
plaints of parental illness. The mothers ;J.rB of a notably lower level of formal 
education which could have led to a lack of underGtandinc; and sympathy for the 
children. When these things are combined with a large percentage of discipli-
nary inconsistency, it is easy to see ~hy the boys may be unwilling or incapable 
of feeling much affection for others. 
Religious example and attitude are connidered an linportant factor in the 
background of problem behavior because religion should act as a source of social 
. 
control. Sociologists as a group have not giv'en these factors much attention. 
It is rather striking that a work like Unraveligg Juvenile Delinguencl considers 
countless minutiae such as the varying distances of boys' shoulder blades from 
one another but leaves the influence of religion unmeasureu. In a more recent 
study of the degrees of delinquent behavior among high school youth, li'rancis 
Nye considered the factor of religious values and found it statistically signi-
26 ficant. However, his population was largely Frotestant (he was working in 
public high schools) so his statistics would not be strictly comparable. 
In the present study, religious example and apparent attitUde seemed sig-
nificant for the group as a whole and especi~lly for the conduct caDes where a 
lack of this indirect social control would be expected to predominate. The 
total group received more negative example than neutral or positive; 24.8 per 
cent could be said to have had good religious example; 34.5 per cent, neutral; 
and 35.4 per cent negative. In the cuteGory breakdown, the conduct cases were 
26 Nye, pp. 35-36. 
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highest among those receiving negative example, 37.3 per cent in comparison to 
29.4 per cent of the personality ca.ses and 35.'7 per cent of the educational 
caseo. 
'The religious attitude, to the extent it is reflected in the reports, of 
the total group was predominantly positive; only 21.6 per cent of the cases 1'0-
corded negntive attitudes. ~\hen these figures were divided accord:i.tlS to the 
problem categories the conduct-problem boys had. tho lm'lest percentn[;e of posi-
tive attitudes and the highest percentage of negative. 
Though a good religious situation is not Goine to be any panacea for the 
, 
solving of problems, as is evidenced by the hiGh number of caces tv-here there is 
both positive example and positive attitude, the findings do indicate that reli-
gious factors are clearly factorc of influence in cases of conduct misbebavior. 
Due to its high degree of subjectivity in entrieG on the information sheet 
and in interpretation of the term "disciplinary consistency,!t the material on 
this fuctor cannot be considered too reliable. aut it aoes Bive the indication 
that disciplinary inconsistency is an influential factor in the development of 
behavior problems. 54.9 per cent of the parent::> admitting inconsistency. Fur-
thermore. educational cases, where behavior problems have reLlained limited. 
showed sixteen per cent less inconsistency. 
Nyc, examining disciplinary i.nconaistcncy along \>'1 th n number of other 
disciplinary variables, found it to be of no siGnificance a.monr; the boys he 
studied. 27 However. he did find that 80[,le of the other disc:ir;l:i.nary variables 
were significant, and hi.s ccntradiction of this study's :'inding could have been 
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due to the use of more refined tools of ~easureruent. 
C0NS'l'I'l'U'r lONAL FAC'l'OliS 
The boys considered in this study clearly tend tow&l.rd a hiGher than 
average I.,. level, 66.3 per cent of them scoring in the normal range or above 
it. This compares favorably with reports from other clinic studies. l1ewitt's 
28 group had 55.3 per cent aver2~e or above, and in her preliminary study Fitz-
Simons found that 70.'1 per cent of the children had 1. ".' s of average or a-
bove. 29 All these studies indicate that I.;';. does not enter into the majority 
of cases as a significant factor. In some cases, however, it seems to have had 
a decided influence. In the present study, 35.7 per cent of the educational 
cases were borderline or mentally defective and another 21.4 per cent were low 
average, indicatine that intelligence is probably often the deciding factor in 
this type of case. '£he fact that the other two cases classified as mentally 
defective were both personality cases is an indication that intelligence might 
have an occasional influence on the developtlent of this problem syndrome. 
Juvenile delinquency studies which consider this factor rejlort a lower 
I.~. level. The group studied by Yvaraceus had only 5.8 per cent above average 
and 49.0 per cent below.30 Ee also mentions studies in the New Jersey Juvenile 
Institute and in the Hoston Delinquent Home where averar;e-or-higher cases had 
percentages of 32.0 per cent and !~2.0 ~~r cent respectively. Ackerson reports 
28Ilewitt, p. 21. 
29",ot 1" 04 ~1 Z-~1mons, p. Q • 
3OKvaraceus, p. 123. 
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that low intelligence was charactori~tic of the group studied at the Illinois 
Juvenile Institute. Healy and l.lronner reported that 11.0 per cent of their 
delinquent group had scores above average and another 53.0 per cent with average 
31 ratings. 
In the light of these reports, the writer expected to find a higher per-
centage (:f conduct Cases in the lower bracl~ets. 1l his, however, did not ~Jrove 
to be the case. The breakdown revealed that conduct-problem boys were more con-
centrated in the hi~~er brackets than either the personality-problem or educa-
tional-problem boys. unly 11.9 per cent of the conduct-problem boys fell into 
. 
the low-average bracket, and none was below it. 
As was hypothesized, early health records showed a much stronger associa-
tion with personality problems. However, the high percentage of conduct cases 
with background factors of serious sickness, accident, or disease c::..nnot be 
ignored; 79.7 per cent of the conduct cases made such reports. None of the 
olinic studies uncovered by the writer examined the frequency of this factor. 
A few delinquency studies have c(msidered it; but of those which did, the 
Gluecks reported it of no significance.32 Kvaraceus gave the factor partial 
consideration in reporting that sixteen per cent of the boys in his study had 
records of difficult or premature birth.33 This compares to 26.9 per cent of 
the boys in the present study. It seems that a further study of this factor and 
3lnealy and Bronner. p. l2l. 
32Glueck, p. 273. 
330' nvara.ceus. 
its relaUonship to various types of problerJ behavior would be fruitful. 
CIL\.Pr£R V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'rhe records of the Loyola Guidance Center vere examined for information on 
a group of 562 boys, 13 through 17 years of age. A regular-interval sample of 
113 cases vas drawn, 20 per cent of the total. The p.l:~oblems and the fr~u.ency 
of oertain enviromnental fWd const! tutioDal faotor. had been recorded on the in-
take elleets. These eerved as the major sourc, of data. 
Most of' the boys haG. been referred to the clinic through their parento by 
school. church, or civil authorities. The,. came from a wide variety of neigh-
borhoods, few of which vere judged to be poor according to a standard based on 
median rents and the percentage of dilapidation. Two unfavorable factors about 
maQ1 of the homes were overcrowded living conditions and a high degree of spa-
cial mobility. 
The parents were predomiDantll AMerioaa-born Catholics and of an average 
educatiODal. level. Half of the fathers depended on physical labor for the aup-
port of their tamilies, and only a few had occupations of upper status ranking. 
In oBe-third of the cues. Olle 01" other of the parents had made complaints of 
U1 health. 
The famUies vel"e predominantly small, more than half baving three 
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children or fewer. Almost one-third of the f:..milies had been broken by death 
or divorce. Relatives lived with one-third of the families, and more than half 
of the mothers were working or had been previously engaged in work outside the 
home. 
The problem boy was most frequently the oldest child in the family, and 
there is evidence that most of them lacked the normal attaclunent to their fa-
thers. 1-10re than half of the boys eXperienced disciplinary inconsistency from 
their parents; less than one-third received good religious example, but more 
than half seemingly manifested a positive religious attitude. The health his-
. 
tories of more than half of the boys recorded 'abnormalities of pregnancy or 
birth, serious sickness, or physical injury or defect. 
Though principally of average or above-average intelligence, almost three-
fourths of the boys experienced slowness in school learning. Ninety per cent of 
the boys had changed schools at least once, and more than forty per cent had 
changed schools three or more times. 
Special Associations 
After the above fuctors had been recorded for the whole group, the boys 
were divj.ded into three major groups according to types of predominant problems, 
a fevl being left unclassified. Cne group contained boys whose only problem was 
slowness in school learning (the educational category); the second group con-
tained those whose misbehavior affedted the people around them; for example, 
stealins, lying, truancy, sex offenses and destructiveness (the conduct cate-
gory). The tlri.l.~d group contained boys with personality problems; for eJroJl1ple. 
withdrawal, failure to get along with playmates, jealousy, and so forth (th& 
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personality cateG~ry). 
I-iore than half of the boys in the eJucutional category were of below-
average intelligence. A notably s!:1.:1l1er percentae;e of boys in the cateG'Ory had 
poor health records. Also, there were fewer broken homes, fewer cak1es of others 
living in the home, fever expros8ed antiyathies, less disciplinary inconsistency 
and a more frequent positive religious attitude on the part of the boys. 
Amont; the personality-problem boys, there was a notably higher frequency 
of poor health histories. Their backgrounds were marked by a slightly higher 
percentage of broken hOl:les and parental illness, and by a lower level of formal 
education amonb the !:lothers. 
Bore closely a.ssociated \lith the conduct category were overcrowded living 
conditions, large families, frequent changes of home and scheol, and the pre-
sence in the hOl'!le of persons beyond the il'lllnediate family. The educational and 
occupation-'ll level of the f3therG \1&S lower. And there was D. higher frequency 
of negative reliGious example and attitude. 
3umr!1ary .2! Hypotheses 
1. The hypothesis that thore is u higher frequency of low intelligence 
am a nr:: boys w'hose only problem is slownes0 in school lenrning was confirmed. 
2. The hy)othesis that poor health records are more strongly aCGociated 
with personality problel:ls than with conduct or educational problems wa.;;; con-
firmed. 
3. The hypothesis that poorer m~ighborhoods, ;]. 10w'er occupational level 
of fatherf3, broten homes, ~. orking faotheru, and a luci.e of religious example and 
discip1illlU'y consistency arc more closely as[}ociated ltlith the development of 
07 
conduct :problemo rrov~d for the mo.o t part to be f~llse. Only one factor, t!:c 
lower occu~)at:iotlal level of fathers, ShOiliHd any notable relHtionship to the 
conduct-9roblem cateGory. 
Suggestions !2!: Further Stud;[ 
i.t prcc;ont the clinic iE: ioplernentine plans to put the records on I.D .. H. 
cards. 1'hio syste;;1 will limit the vari'3ty of available data, but will ell::lblo 
studies on much larger :populations. ;~specially adVai1.tageous, in the juds;ment of 
this "triter, would be studies Oll the relationship of particulnr background. fac-
tors \·lith particular behavior problems; for example t the re1c.tionship of broken 
homeD to problems of stealing, disobedience, bad companions, and so forth; or 
the relationship of pOOl' health histories to these same problems. 
If the record,,; as used in the rre;:,;ent study are still available t the 
writer rccornmends that further studies be limited to completed cases and more 
refined aspects of iiarent-c: ,ild re : {;ttionships. A practical procedure for de-
termining which cases have b,:;en completed would be to checl: the number of 
appointments recorded on the curds in the financial file. 
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APPENDIX I 
The following pages of this appendix contain specimens of the intake in-
formation sheet and the problem check-list used at the Loyola Guidance Center. 
'I'he actual spacing and subordination of items should give the reader a better 
idea of the information available to the writ~. Hany of the subordinated and 
shortwspaced items were frequently left without entry. 
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of Client Date of birth Place '~i 
t~1HER'S MOTHER'S 
.. Name 11". 
~. if living Age if living 
. ,. .1: .. Nationality 111""-' 
I!A:",n Religion 
i J .. • .. · 
..... : ... n Education Ip'V' 
oIaAlth Health , .... 
. .. Occupation II"V' 
III"'" 
Employer: 
," 
itfoUrc Hours -
,~rital history Marital history 
, 
-
\ 
100:-
Children School or Schoalor 
in family Age Grade Occupation Age Grade Occupation 
! 
!I. 6 
li2. 7 
, 8 
j 9 
I~ 10. 
---
IOther persons living in the home 
Language in home t . 
Type of dwelling No. of roams Own or rent 
Changes of home since birth of client ./ 
, 
Preferences in family group , 
1, •• L in family group 
SPecial friends, chumst etc., outside family 
' •• ~. ~ by 
'v, ,~_ 
.. 
i .... for refe"aI (complaint) , 
t.. 
---
',. 
[ ~y------------------
~;'\+" " :,j ~1!il CLUBS, etc~ _________________ _ l" ' 
~; HOBBIES ________________ _ 
t1 
~ SPORTS ________________ _ 
; 
JOBS ____________________________________ _ 
RADIO ___ ---------------
Supervision __ ----------------
CHORES: Occal. __________________________ _ 
SChed. _______________ _ 
Attitude __________________ _ 
Perlormance, __________________ _ 
PROPRIETORSHIP: Toyl, _____________ _ 
BookLs ___________________________________ __ 
Clothingg ______________________________ _ 
...... ----~---------
C.andF.~. ______________ ~IIIII,u. _____ ~ 
Freq. ~ .• w. _________________ ~ 
ALLOWI"\I ... ~ .... ____________ ~ 
PRIVACY: Study ______________ .... 
Sleeping '1v,.-----.-.--___ ~ ___ """" 
DISCIPLINE: Conlistency __________________________ Correct For _______________________ ---,~ 
Agent F. ______________________ M. _______________________ n. _______________ --"ii 
Sanction,I.I _________________________ _ 
Humiliation in punishment' ________________________ _ 
-
-
-
-
-
Puberty 
Changel in convalelcent behavior 
Walking age 
Convulsionl in infancy 
Present height 
Unfavorable health history 
Crippled or deformed 
Atypical development 
Family phYlician 
Glalsesl 
Dental care 
Handedness, native 
Retiring hour (usual) 
Rising hour (usual) 
Schools attended: 
,I! 
I 
Sex inltruction 
Teething Talking-words Sent. 
Nutrition in infancy 
Weight General health 
Cardiac Epilepsy 
Neurolog. Glandular 
Bad healtlb habits 
Lalt physical exam. 
Right Tonsils 
Hearing: Adenoids 
Left Glands 
Dentist seen 
Altered Prelent 
, 
(vacat.) Attitude 
(vacat.) Call or spont. 
Vear Grades Reasons for change 
.--
-
I 
I 
, 
Request on behalf of _____________________ --'-___ (Client) ...... " .. --.---_-. 
'Type of problem for which service is apparently needed (please encircle or underscore): 
School adjustment 
Personal guidance 
Behavior problem 
General psychological examination 
Vocation guidance 
Other 
Phone (office" ________________ lrellidttnc41t) ______________ ----i; 
'~:~o whom should the Center's report be sent? ________________________ """ 
Available times for interview with parent or guardianl-____________________ -; 
~ ~,railClble times for work with 
Is client old enough to come to Center without companion?' ___________________ ~ 
PREVIOUS AGENCY CONTACTS (psychiatric, psychological, or physical) 
Agency or Clinic Date Results 
:.~Interviewer's evaluation of inf4~rmlantt=--___________________________ .....,.,; 
.tH£:t.a V ~vn '::H1VU"'l'V1V1., 
If any of the following items are now" or eVEJr have been" a:ppli-
cable to this child, indicate thus (x) before the item. 
Restlessness 
-
_Excitability 
Unusual fears: 
-
___ Sensitiveness 
___ Tendency to worry 
---pull" slow manner 
Selfishness 
.-
___ Depressed attitude 
___ Discouragement 
___ Absent-mindedness 
_Daydreaming 
___ Imaginary playmates 
___ Shyness, timidity 
___ Seclusiveness 
_FailurE-; to ad,just with 
other children 
-
Jealousy 
___ Playmates much older 
___ PlaY41ates much younger 
_DiS obedience 
___ Incorrigibility 
_Temper display 
~ighting 
_BullYing 
Cruelty to children 
-
___ Cruelty to animals 
Stealing 
-
Profane 1anguage 
-
Foul language 
-
Truancy from school 
-
_Running away from home 
Begging from strangers 
-
_Sex behaVior 
___ Bad crnnpanions 
___ Acts of violence 
_Nail-bi ting 
___ Thumb - or finger sucking 
, 
_Bed-wetting 
___ Clothes-wetting 
___ Loss of bowel control 
Sleep disturbances 
-
Feeding problems 
-
-
Physical complaints 
Convulsive attacks 
-
___ Sleeping sickness 
___ Spoech defect 
Returdation in school 
-
___ Acceleration in school 
_Exolusion from school 
Slowness in practical 
- learning 
Slowness in school 
- learning 
Special talonts 
-
-
Lying 
Case no. 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
APPBNDIX II 
TABLE XXXVI 
PL<CBLSN hWf'IL;;;S OF INDIVIDUAL CASES 
Category 
condo 
condo 
unclas. 
condo 
educe 
unclas. 
1 Individual problems 
Stealing, lying, :temper display, disobedience, 
late hours·, restlessness, sensitivity, absent-
mindedness and day-dreaming, bad language, school 
slowness·, peer relationships·, fiehting·. 
lying, disobedience, restlessness, se~~itivity, 
discouragement and depression, peer relationships·. 
lying, temper display, disobedience, restlessness, 
sensitivity, absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, 
excitability, truancy·, jealousy. 
stealing·, lying, temper display, bad companions, 
restlessness, absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, 
depression and discouragement, truancy·, school-
slowness, older playmates, running away·. 
school slowness (badly retarded). 
stealing·, lying, disobedience, absent-mindedness 
and day-dreaming, depression and discouragement, 
peer relationships·, school slowness*, sI~ech 
defect, younger playmates. 
lproblems marked with an asterisk were substantiated by remarks under 
"reason for referral" or in the psychologists notes made during conferences with 
the parents. They were given major consideration in referring cases to the 
various categories. 
97 
Case no. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
TABLZ XXXVI (continued) 
PRUBLi.:M P::tO.FILw OF 'l'HE IHDIVIDUAL 
Category 
phys. 
condo 
cond. 
condo 
condo 
condo 
unclas. 
condo 
pers. 
educe 
pers. 
CASl!:S 
Individual problems 
sensitive, speech defect caused by birth injury. 
stealing·, lying, bad companions, dioobedience*, 
late hours·, running away·. 
lying, disobedience·, restlessness, day-dreaming, 
school behavior·, younger playmates, enuresis·. 
lying*, temper display, disobedience·, restlessness 
absentmindedneos and daydreaming. 
lying·, bad cornpanions~, disobedience·, temper 
display, restlessness, school slowness·, jealousy·, 
bullying. 
lying, disobedience-, temper display, restlessness, 
school slowness·, jealousy·, bullying. 
lying, temper display, restlessness, absent-
mindedness and daydreamin0' language, excitability, 
destructiveness, peer relationships·, school 
slowness·. jealousy. 
lying"', temper display, restlessness, absent-
mindedness and day-dreaminG, sex misbehavior·, 
disobedience·, sensitiveness, language*, depression 
and discouragement, rUIUling away, truancy, jealousy 
cIder playmates, bullying, enuresis. 
lying, temper display, restlessness, scnsitivitt, 
language, depression and discouragement, fears·, 
Gocial withdrawal·. school slowness·, jealousy, 
runninc; away·. 
school slowness*. 
sensitivity, absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, 
excitability, fears, social withdrawal·, 
~tuti-_",,..il"lfl·* "ll'!hnol "lnwnp-~l'l* 
Case no. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
99 
'l'ABLE X.XXVI (continued) 
PHOBL3M PRCJ!'ILSS 0F INDIVIDUAL CASES 
Category 
pers. 
condo 
uncla.s. 
cend. 
·,::ond. 
condo 
condo 
pera. 
educe 
POI'S. 
Individual problems 
sensitivity, peer rela.tionships·, social 
\,/i thdrl.lwal ... 
stealing, temper display, bad cumpanions·, rest-
lessness, excitability, school slowneSlil*, younger 
playrrlates, jealouoy, bullying. 
restlessness, absent-mindedness, daydreaming, 
lanGuage, excit~bility, sex misbehavior*. 
mear..ness, diGobeJ.ience", restlessness, absent-
mindedness and day-dreaming, depression and dis-
couragement, peer relationships·, schoel slowness·, 
younge!' playmates, bullying, fighting*. 
stealing, temper display, bad cOn1.[Janions", mean-
ness, 1ic;ebedience, rcstlcr;sness, absent-::.:indedness 
and day-dreaming, excitability, depression and 
discouragement, school slowness, truancy·, older 
playmates·, bullyinC, fitihting, enuresis·. 
stealing, lying, bad companions, restlessness, 
sensitivity, absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, 
excitability, depression and discouraeement, school 
i31owness"', younger playmf.1.tes, ol.1ar playmat.es, 
fighting, enuresio*. 
dh;obedience*, al>seut-uindedness und day-drerunine, 
languar.;e, excitability, school slowneso .... 
sensi ti vi ty, absen t-mindedness and day-dreacling, 
peer relationehips*, school slowness·, social 
withdrawal~. enuresis·. 
school slowness*. 
rostlessness, sensitivity, depression and dis-
couragement, peer relationships·, school slowness,' 
younger playmates. 
Case no. 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
100 
TAJLZ XXXVI (continued) 
P~CBL:~ PRCli'ILi';.:3 CF INDIVI,;)UAL Ci\S.s,s 
Category 
cauc. 
cond. 
conJ. 
cond. 
condo 
condo 
educ. 
condo 
cduc. 
condo 
Individual problems 
school slowness·, speech defect"". 
stealinz·, obedience, restlessness, sensitivity, 
exei tabili ty t enuresis·, fears· t school slmmesr;, 
jealousy, bullying, fighting. 
stealing, temper display-t. t bad cOnl:rianions, mean-
ness·, restlessness, sensitivity t absent-':l:i.ndedn.ess 
and day-dreaming, language, excitability, depres-
sion and discouragement, j :a1ousy, bullying, 
fighting'" • 
lying, temper disrJlay, bad companicn.s*, sensitivity 
abscnt-mindednem5 and day-(:r("~runinG, o::citability, 
fears, truancy"', older playmates. running away·, 
fighting. 
stealing·, lying, bad companions, disobedience, 
restlessness, excitability, o.blJent-mindedne.ss and 
d<..<y-drGaming. 
lying", temper display, lute hours"', restlessness, 
c.bsent-l:!indedness and day-dreMlin,; t f.ichool slow-
ness, older playmates, bullying. 
stealing·, lying, temper display, restlessness, 
peer relationships, older playnates, bullyir~. 
school slowness"'. 
stealing"', lying*, axe::: tability t truancy*. I'unning 
away·. 
school slowness·. 
stealing"', temper display", sex r.:isbehavicr* t dis-
obedience, restlessness, sensitiVity, language·, 
jealousy, rurming away, bullying_ 
Case no. 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
1.4 
45 
46 
47 
48 
101 
TABJ..E XXXVI (continued) 
PH03LEM PROFIL8;.;; GF INDPIIDUAL C;";~ZS 
Category 
pers. 
condo 
condo 
uncla::i. 
condo 
pers. 
condo 
condo 
edue. 
cond. 
Individual problems 
temper display, t:'le~mnesa~. disobedience, restless-
ness, sensitivity, depression and discouragement. 
fears, school slowness, ,j-'!alousy. 
temper display, dj.Gobedience"', lute :lOUr[r~ t de-
l'reSGi.oH and dl,,,coura.';ernent, sC:lOol ";lOiemes~" 
jealousy"', speec~ defect. 
lying, temy,~r diQplay~, oeanness*, disobedience, 
restlessness, aanai ti vi ty, abGcmt-r:.bdedrlcss and 
day-drear.1ing, truancy*, older playr::aLes • 
school slowness" t nervous sickness"'. 
lying"' t temper diaplay, abGe!lt-;~1indeJne:.:,;.; and day-
dreamins, la..'1glH1.t;C, older playoatcs. fiL:1ting. 
restlessness. peer relationships", social withdraw-
al·, school slowness'" t youtlt~er playoateo. 
lying, dosobedience*, rebelliousness, rootlessness, 
sensitivity, truancy"', school slowness". 
temper diaplay*, disobeaience*, rebelliousness, 
restlessness, sensitivity, nbaent-rnindedness and 
day-dreaming, depression and dincouragmnent, fears· 
school slowness, hostility"'. 
sohool slowness"'. 
stealing, lying, temper display, sex misbehavior"', 
bad corr:pan:ions, disobedience, restlesnnean, scna~­
tivity. absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, depres-
sion and discouragement, truancy·, younger play-
mates, older playmates, nehool slownesG, fiGhting, 
bullying. 
Case no. 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
55 
57 
102 
TABLE; XXXVI (continued) 
PROBLli':H PROFIL:::.5 Oli' INDIVIDUAL CAS':;;!') 
Category 
condo 
condo 
pers. 
pers. 
condo 
educ. 
pers. 
pers. 
Individual problems 
stealing'", lying"", temper display, sex misbehavior-
meanness", disobedience". lan~\lage, peer rclation-
s;dps"", trurulcy*, school .slowness", jeo.lousy, 
younger playmateB*, running away', bullying. 
hostility". 
stculing*, lyinG', weanness", disobedience, rebel-
liousness", restlessness, Closant-mirl.dedness, and 
day-dreamint;, de~:;rcssion and discGuraCG~;;ent, school 
slo.mess, fi,;hU'I1C, bU.i.l;;'·J,ng. 
lyir.g, temper display, disobedience, sensitivity, 
abiJtmt-mindedness and day-drear.ling, truancy"', 
3011001 slowness", younger 
:::5, tblr:'Hwl " • 
tCD", ;,cc:.o.al 
t.Cl1.l1)er display", langu&!;c, c:,:citability, depression 
and di:.;couJagement, peer rel;;.ltionshiJ;Js", social 
withdrawal't youllf;er phyr:mtes. 
lying, temper displa.y, di::.:;cbeJicnc:), ~.Q.i~(;...ta,;e, de-
pression, truancy*, schoel :31ovmess. 
stealing, lying, temper display, bad c::'illl~anions';' t 
disobedience, rewtlessness, absent-mindemless and 
day-dreaming"', lanc;uagd, excitubility, de~)reS1~ion 
and discouragement. fears,s chool slowness* t 
jealousy, younger playmt.tes, fighting"', speech 
defect. 
school slowness·. 
sensitivity, abseclt-mindednosG and day-drea."lling, 
depression and discouragement, enuresis';', fe<:lrs, 
younger j;llayma te s. 
absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, depression and 
discouragement"', temper display", truancy*, fears, 
younger playmates, enuresis·, speech dofcct. 
Case no. 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
m'l3L-"" '/''''''! ( - t' d) 
... " ... , .. t./l.V con :tnue 
103 
l':iOBLii:H iR(;FIL:~ (;]" INDIVIDUAL 
Category 
condo 
COllU. 
cond. 
cond. 
unclas. 
cond. 
cond. 
Individual problems 
stealing*, 1y:; n, tamper display, hostility*, rest-
lessness, 13ensitivtty, excitability, absent-minded-
ness, peer r::lationships, di0obeJiel1c,~, jealousy, 
lilCanneSG, destructivenes:;, larJ.t;uage, bullying, 
fighting, language, school Slowness"', enuresis"'. 
t'.:r:11Jer dis~';lay', :~()pI'eGsi.oIl and d:L3CO ~r:l-gemontt 
Gchool slowness", older plaj-niates*, rUnnil'lg away· t 
jealousy. 
disobedience·. temper disl)lay*, rebe':'liousness*, 
bad companions, rostlcGsnes5, excita.bility, depres-
;O;ion and dii'iCOUrU;;ement, peer rel;,\tionGhips, truan-
cy, fighting, jealousy_ 
stealiYlg"', temper dis:play·, disobedience"', rebel-
liou.Gness'~, bad cGmpanions"', late !lout's". lancru-aGe, 
absent-mindedness and day-dreaming, excitability, 
school slowness", older playr:,otes, tii0.hting, run-
ning away·. 
stealillic; t temper display, r;;''Januess'' t r0f:;tlessness, 
absent-mindedness and day-o.reaminB, language, 
axei tability t peer rcl<'1tiorwhif;sot, ;';ullyini:;"" 
fighting. 
atealing, restlessness, absent-mindedness and day-
dreaming, excitability, language, truancy*, ::;chool 
slowness*, older playmates, Gtuttering. 
stealing*, lying, bad ccmpanions, diGobediencc, 
restlessness, language, depression and discourage-
ment, school slowness, younger playmates, older 
playmates, speech defect. 
stealing·, dosobedience, sex misbehavior$, rest-
lessness, sensitiVity, abaent-mindedness and day-
dreaming, dapresston and discouragement, school 
slowness· t truancy·, running away~. 
Case no. Category 
66 condo 
67 unclD.s. 
6D condo 
69 
70 cond. 
71 condo 
72 phyo. 
73 condo 
74 unclas. 
75 
76 
104 
I'ABI.S /-/ ..)."11 (continued) 
• ." •••. J ..... 
v .. -\.~r.jtlv 
Individual problems 
reotlessness. sensitivity, depression and dis-
couragelllent, eneuresis. older playmates, school 
,::lov,mess·, truancy", runninG away*. 
stealing*, school slowness". 
(No checklist avail~ble.) 
lyin.:;, temper diaplay, diGobeJicnce*, restlessnesSt 
sensitivity, exqitability, ubnent-mjndedness and 
day-dreaming, depression and discouragement, fears, 
truancy·, school slowness", jc:ulousy, bullying, 
fighting. 
muscula.r dystrophy. 
lying*, disobedience"', tr.lancy*. 
temper display, restlessness, sensitivity, absent-
mindedness and day-dre3.1ling, enuresis, peer rela-
tionshi;.s~, school .slo\:ner.~:3, youl1,;er playmates, 
destructiveness". 
cerebral palsy, crippled from birth. 
lying, temper display, morumeGs·, disobedience, 
sensitivity, language, absent-mindedness and day-
cir>:Jaming, deprension and discourager[,ent, jealousy 1 
:Jc~,ool 1310wne;:';8, runninij [n:uy, fi,chtinc. 
lying"', bad cor;;panions", depression and discourage-
ment, school slowness~, insecurity·. 
Gcnsitivity, ubsent-mindedness and ;lay-drc~i1ing, 
pC'3r relationships'. GOGiul wi thdral1Q.l·', school 
slo .. mess" t youl103r playr::ateG. 
lying, meanner;s, sensitivity, depression and dis-
couragement, peer relationGhips~, .social withdraw-
al", school slowneGs", jcaloLwy. 
Case no. Category 
77 condo 
78 condo 
79 condo 
80 educe 
81 condo 
condo 
unclas. 
34 unclas. 
educe 
86 condo 
105 
TABL;~ :aXVI (continued) 
Individual problems 
steciing, lying, temp,::r di.:Jplay, restlessness, 
younger playmates, school slowness"'. 
lying, temper display, disobedience, restlessness, 
absent-mindednelGs <md uay-dreruning, exei tabili ty, 
lancuage, truancy"', school slotcJness"', older 
playmates. 
stealing, lying, disobedience, meanness, bad com-
panions", destructiveness·, reGtlessness, sensiti-
vity, depression and discouragement, absent-minded-
ness and day-dreru:iing, di:30bedience, jealousy, 
younger playmates, bullying scheol slewnezm, 
truancy t rurminc a1ttay. 
school slowness·. 
temper display, disobcdience¥, restlessness, sensi-
tivity, fears, school slowneGs, jealou;"Yt bullying. 
stealing, lyinf;, disobedience, r:lOi::tnness", sensiti-
vity, depre3sion and discouragement, enuresis, 
truancy, rUlming away, school slo'W'r.ess, younger 
pl:Jyrw.tcs. 
temper display, sensitivity, youn;;er playmates, 
bullying"', SGhool slowness". 
tG'arper disrluy I ~1isobedience, restlecsness, absent-
mindedness and day-dreaminG, languo.ge, excitability 
fears, nervous disorder·, school clOimcss"', 
bullyine· 
school slowness"'. 
stealing·, lying*, temj;;';.>r display" t di:30bedienco', 
1'8Gtlessness, depression and discoUraijCmcnt, peer 
relationships*, j~alousy·, truancy, running away·. 
Gase no. r~ategory 
87 condo 
88 educe 
cend. 
90 educe 
91 condo 
92 cond. 
93 conJ.. 
condo 
95 condo 
96 I)crs. 
97 l)erG. 
98 condo 
106 
'J.lAilLl~ ;~X.XVI (continued) 
Individual probler:ls 
lying, temper Jisplay, difc.lobedience', rebellious-
ness't hOGitility", late hours"', restlessncs,:;, 
u.bsent-mindednens and day-dreaminG, depression and 
dL-;coura,iement t languat;e*, school slo .. ~ness, truancy, 
running away. 
stealing*, lying*, disobedience*, rebelliousness·, 
bad companion3~; restleuGnes3, ubsectt-r:iindedn.ess 
an.J day-dreaming, older playmates"', runninG av:ay". 
school slowness", speech defect"', 
lying, temper display"', disobedience *, restlessnes~ 
excitability, fears, runnint; away". 
stealing, excitabilil:iy, school slowness, truancy", 
running away*. 
stealing", lying;, temper cli,::p1ay", disobedience, 
restlessness, vensitivity, depresGion and dis-
coura~ement, bullying, school slow-ness"', truancy. 
stealing", lying, temper displuy, bad companions,* 
restlessness, sensit:ivity, Db5cnt-minJed11css and 
day-dr,~aming, older l)laymat(w, school ulowness*, 
truancy*. 
stealing * , bad cor,l,Pauions", school slmmess*. 
s11yneSS$ f r.::;cclusiveness~, sccinl iftri tlldrav:al *. 
(Ho problem checklist) 
cen~3itivity", peer relat:cn::;hi,K;", social with-
drawal", truancy~. 
stealinr-;", lying", d:ir30oe;,;ience, Ix).(l comr)[mions*, 
ochool GIO\"IlOSS*. 
Case no. ';::ategory 
99 condo 
100 educe 
101 condo 
102 unclas. 
103 condo 
104 condo 
105 cowl. 
106 cond. 
107 condo 
lOa condo 
109 condo 
107 
'l'AB.I.~'; ,(XXVI (continued) 
Individual problems 
di30bedience", bad companions', re;:;tlessness, 
abscnt-mindedness and day-drewnine, school 
slowneGs·. 
school slowness*. 
stealing·. lying", disobedience", bad companionl"'*', 
restlessness, sensitivity, excitability, depression 
and discouraGemont, school slowness', running 
away*. . 
sex misbehavior·, fea.r:::" langtU-ice. 
stealin,,;" t exei tabili ty, discouragement, absent-
mindedness and day-dreaming, younger playmates, 
enuresis, truancy*, runn:l.nC at.uy". 
temper display·, disobedience"', meannesG, restless-
ness, Gen.sitivity, jealousy, ab;:;ent-mindedness and 
dpcy-dreaming. 
stealinc", sex mi,sbehavior" t bad companions", tem-
p::r display, senuitivity, restlessness. 
ciiGobedience", bad corJpanions·, late hours'!', 
truancy". no checkli~t) 
stealing* t te:ni)er dis:play" t Jisobcdien.cc', mean-
ness'" t re:::;tlessness, sensitivity, abl3cnt-m:i.ndedness 
and day-dreaming, depresoion and diBcoura.j~liicnt, 
bullying. 
lying, diuobedience*, irresporw:i.hi.lity* t younGor 
playmate~:;, cheal slowness', truancy". 
diGobedience'", rcetlessnes3, dcpro[:lGion and dis-
couragement, school slo\ino[~G·. 
, 
, 
Case no. 
110 
III 
112 
113 
i 
L 
108 
TABLE XXXVI (continued) 
rHOBL~1 PHOFILES OF INDIVIDUAL CI;.:.}ji;3 
Category 
pers. 
cond. 
educe 
unelas. 
Individual problems 
temper display*, disobedience, restlessness, sensi-
tivity, excitability, depression and di$couragemen~ 
fears, social withdrawal*, insecurity·, school 
slowness". 
temper display, bad companions, sex misbehavior, 
disobedience, restlessness, sensitivity,excita-
bility, language, depression and discouragement, 
older playmates, school slo'lrlness~t truancy*, 
running away. 
school slowness*. 
temper display, disobedience, restlessness, sensi-
tivity, depression and discouragement, older play-
mates, truancy*. 
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